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ABSTRACT 
I. THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A NEW DIMER 
OF TRIPHENYLFLUOROC YCLOB UTADIENE 
The crystal structure of the thermal isomer of the "head-to-
head" dimer of triphenylfluorocyclobutadiene was determined by the · 
direct method. The 2: 2 relationships involving the low angle reflec-
tions with the largest E's were found and solved for the signs by the 
symbolic method of Zachariasen. The structure was seen in the 
electron density map and the E-map, and was refined anisotropically 
by the method of least squares. The residual R was O. 065. 
The structure is a gem-difluorohexaphenyldihydropentalene. 
All of the phenyl groups are planar as is the cyclopentadiene ring of 
the dihydropentalene skeleton. Overcrowding at the position of the 
flourines causes some deviations from the normal bond angles in the 
c yclopentene ring. 
The list of observed and calculated structure factors on pages 
32 - 34 will not be legible on the microfilm. Photographic c opies may 
be obtained from the California Institute of Technology. 
II. A LOW TEMPERATURE REFINEMENT OF THE 
CYANURIC TRIAZIDE STRUCTURE 
The structure of cyanuric triazide was refined anisotropically 
by the method of least squares. Three-dimensional intensity data, 
which had been collected photographically with MoK radiation at 
a. 
-110°c, were used. in the refinement. The residual R was reduced 
to O. 081. 
-iv-
The structure is completely planar, and there is no signifi-
cant bond alternation in the cyanuric ring. The packing of the mole-
cules causes the azide groups to deviate from linearity by 8 degrees. 
; , 
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I. THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A NEW DIMER 
OF TRIPHENYLFLUOROCYCLOBUTADIENE 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the course of an investigation of small ring compounds, 
Nagarajan, Caserio,and Roberts (23) observed the thermal isomeri-
zation of the "head-to-head11 dimer I of triphenylfluorocyclobuta-
0 0 diene to a yellow crystalline material, m. p. 219 - 220 dee. At-
tempts to characterize this new dimer by n. m. r. and infrared 
methods indicated magnetically nonequivalent fluorines located on the 
I 
same carbon and s,uggested for the central molecular skeleton two 
fused,five-membered rings. The complete molecular structure, how-
ever, remained a matter of speculation. The present investigation 
was undertaken to determine the molecular structure of this new 
dimer. 
* The structure of I was established by the x-ray investigation of 
Fritchie and Hughes (6, 7). 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Preliminary Observations 
A sample of this new dimer (hereafter called DHB, an abbre-
viation for the systematic name according to the nomenclature rules 
of the International Union of Chemistry, hereafter abbreviated i. u. c. ) 
consisting of small, yellow, approximately equidimensional prisms 
was supplied by Drs. Roberts and Caserio. No difficulty was en-
countered in selecting single crystals with well developed fac es for 
optical examination; no twins were observed. The crystalline habit 
appeared to be centrosymmetric, but a stere ographic projection of the 
spectral reflections obtained on a two ci .rcle, optical goniometer in-
dicated no additional symmetry. On a polarizing microscope, DHB 
was observed to be dichroic; the most intense yellow color was ob-
served when the crystal was v iewed perpendicular to the (010) face 
and with the electric vector making an angle of about 60° with the c 
axis in the direction of the negative a · axis. 
Unit Cell Parameters 
In the absence of higher symmetry, a triclinic cell was chosen 
with the most prominent zones as crystallographic axes. The well 
developed forms are [010}, [TIO}, [001}, and [101}. Since prelim-
inary oscillation and Weissenberg photographs failed to indicate addi-
tional symmetry elements, the triclinic cell was established. The 
original choice of crystallographic axes was also seen to be consi st-
ent with a primitive cell. . Rough values for the lengths of these axes 
were obtained from oscillation photogr.aphs, and the angles between 
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the reciprocal axes were measured on the optical goniometer. Ac-
curate unit cell parameters were subsequently calculated from back 
reflection data measured on photographs of crystals rotated about the 
three crystallographic axes. A precision Straumanis-type Weis sen-
berg camera was used with Cu K radiation for these measurements. 
a. 
The wave length of Cu K was assumed to be 1. 54051 A for these 
a.l 
calculations. Cell parameters were adjusted by the method of least 
squares by a program which was written by Dr. N. D. Jones {16) for 
the Burroughs 220 computer. The function which was minimized was 
where~ is the weight of the particular reflection. ~was s e t 
equal to si~OU · , where e: is an estimate of the reliability of each re-
flection. Eight reflections from the i:, axis photograph, nine from the 
b axis photograph, and eight from the c axis photograph were used in 
,._, ,...., 
·'< 
this refinement~ The following unit cell parameters were obtained-,: 
a= 13. 370 + o. 003 A b = ii. 800 + o. 003 A c = ii. 306 + o. 003 A 
a.= 69. 67° + o. 02° 0 0 J3 = 94. 42 + o. 02 'I= 108. 47° + o. 02° 
V= 1585A3 
The estimated uncertainties are an order of magnitude larger than the 
C1 1 s which were obtained from the least squares calculation. They 
were estimated by assuming an average coefficient of thermal ex-
pans.ion for organic crystals and allowing for a temperature variation 
* A primitive cell in which all angles are obtuse can be assigned to 
this lattice; however, the present cell makes interpretation of the 
Weissenberg pictures more convenient. 
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of + s0 c during the exposure s. 
The density of the crystals was measured by dissolving 
ZnCl 2 in water until a solution was obtained in which crystals of 
DHB would remain suspended. The density of this solutim was then 
measured with a small pycnometer. The density of DHB crystals 
measured in this way is 1. 25 g. /cm. 3 ; whereas, the density calcu-
· 1ated from the cell parameters ..;,ith the assumption of two molecules 
per unit cell is 1. 2498 g. /cm. 3 . The presence of two molecule s in 
a unit cell was, therefore, established. 
Assignment of Space Group · 
The choice between the two triclinic space groups, Pl. and 
PT, is not easy; howe ver, an early indication of a c enter of symme -
try was seen in the apparent centric crystalline habit of DHB. A 
Howells, Phillips, and Rogers (10) statistical treatment of the three-
>!c 
dimensional intensity data was performed • The results are com-
pared with the theoretical distributions for centric and acentric 
crystals in figure 1., This plot, al though ambiguous, tends to favor 
the centric space group. The subsequent structure determination 
and refinement in terms of PT confirm this assignment. 
Measurement of Intensity Data 
Two approximately equidimensional crystals measuring less 
than O. 3 mm. in any direction were used for the inte nsity measure-
ments . In order to e stimate the magnitude of errors due to absorp-
tion, the linear coefficient of absorption, µ , for DHB in CuK radi-
o. 
:>!c 
See Appendix for a description of the computer program which 
was used. 
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ation was calculated and found to be 6. 44 cm. - l The maximum 
value for µR is therefore 0. 19, from which the maximum variation 
in the absorption correction factor , A "f. , calculates to be ,....., 2 per 
cent in the cylindrical approximation (14). Consequently, the inten-
s ity data were not corrected for absorption. Intensity data were col-
lected photographically by the multiple-film, equi-inclination Weis-
senberg method. Layers zero through eight for axis ;:_ and l ayers 
zero through four for axis b were photographed with CuK radiation 
~ . a 
which had been filtered through Ni foil, to remove the f3 radiation. 
Two packs of three films were used for each half layer,except f or 
layer eight about axis ;:_,for which one pack of three films was suffi-
cient. The intensity of CuK radiation is decreased by a factor of 
a 
about one fourth in passing through one sheet of x - ray film. Conse-
quently, for each half layer, one film pack was exposed about 64 
times as long as the other in order to provide a continuous attenuation 
. in intensity of about one fourth between films. Intensities were esti-
mated by visually comparing the diffraction spots on t h e films with an 
intensity scale which had been prepared for each crystal by time d 
exposures. 
Data Reduction 
All calculations except for the aforementioned least squares 
refinement of the unit cell parameters were done on the IBM 7094 
computer with the CRYRM crystallographic computing system which 
has recently been developed at the California Institute of Technology 
(5). The data reduction was performed by the "Initial Data Process -
ing Program11 which was written by Dr. D. J. Duchamp, Dr. C. M. 
-8-
Gramaccioli, and Mrs. B. Stroll (reference 5, chapter 4). As each 
reflection was entered in this calculation, it was assigned a standard 
deviation, a(I) , according to the following function (reference 5, 
chapter 4): 
cr(I) = wl [l. 333 + 0. 11 + 0. 112 2] [1 + 0. 25 e -50. 0(0. 5-sin28)2] 
e , (45. 0-I) 
for I < 45. 0 
o(I) = a very large number for I >- 45. 0 . 
The we i·s an external weight which is assumed to be 1. 0 unless a dif-
ferent value is entered. (Values of 0. 2 and O. 5 were frequently entered 
for questionable reflections. } The a (l)'s were carried through the 
rest of the data reduction and scaling by propagation-of-error meth-
ods. Weights for each reflection were then set equal to the recipro-
cal of o(I). These weights were subsequently used in the final stages 
of the least squares refinement where they corresponded to the quan-
tity Vw· 
Factors for film to film scaling were calculated in the usual 
way from intensities measurable on more than one film. The raw 
intensity data were then reduced to the scale of the most intense film 
of each half layer and corrected for the Lorentz and polarization 
factors . The data from both axes were then scaled together b y a 
least squares procedure. A total of 6, 017 reflections were recorde d, 
of which 3, 596 were observed above the background. These data are 
listed in Table X. 
A data tape ·suitable for use with subsequent CRYRM pro-
grams was prepared by the "Data Tape Preparation Program11 which 
-9-
was written by Dr. D. J. Duchamp (reference 5, chapter 5). Sub-
routines which were written by the author (see Appendix) placed the 
data on an absolute scale by Wilson's method (30) and performed the 
aforementioned Howells, Phillips, and Rogers statistical test. The 
overall isotropic temperature factor was 4. 5. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE TRIAL S TR UC TURE 
On the basis of their n. m. r. and infrared measurements, 
Nagarajan, Caserio, and Roberts proposed structure II for DHB (23), 
although consideration had previously been given to structure III (25). 
In neither case is the molecular skeleton expected to be completely 
II III 
planar. For both structures, howeve r, a great many intratnolecular 
vectors will make only small deviations from the plane of the paper. 
Consequently, mariy Patterson peaks are expected to be locate d near 
the best molecular plane. A three-dimensional Patters on map was 
constructed by the "Fourier and Patterson Program" which was 
written by Dr. D. J. Duchamp (reference 5, chapter 7). This map 
revealed a concentration of peaks near a plane which contained the 
origin and passed obliquely through three unit c .ells . The coordina tes 
of a number of the more prominent peaks about this plane were used 
to compute a 11best11 molecular plane by least squares. The direction 
cosines of this plane with respect to the crystallographic axes a, b 
. ,..., ~ 
and ,.s , are -0. 6643, -0. 3744, and O. 2369, respectively. Further 
information could not be obtained from the Patterson map even after 
-11-
sharpening. 
The Direct Solution of the Phase Problem 
In the following discussion, use will be made of the unitary 
structure factor, the normalized unitary structu:i;e factor, and uni-
tary scattering factors. The unitary structure factor is defined by 
Fh 
Uh = -=N-=--
L: f. 
j= 1 J 
( 1) 
where £. is the atomic scattering factor for the /h atom corrected 
J 
for thermal vibration. N is the number of atoms in the unit cell, 
and the vector h represertts the reciprocal lattice point hk.f, . 
N ,....., 
I: f. i s the maximum possible value for Fh when all atoms scatter 
j= 1 J 
in phase. Uh , therefore, has a maximum value of 1. 0 . The uni-
tary scattering factor is defined by 
n . = 
. J 
£. 
J 
N 
I: £. 
j= 1 J 
(2) 
The unitary structure factor becomes, for any centrosymmetric 
space group, 
u = h 
N 
I: n. cos 2'1ih· r j= 1 J ,...._, ,...._, j (3) 
where r . is the vector from the origin to the jth atom. From equa-
,.....,J 
tion 3 it can be shown that the expectation value for I uh2 I lS 
N 2 
I: n. = E:z • 
j= 1 J 
(4) 
The normalized unitary structure factor, Eh , is defined so that 
<IEhzl> = 1. 
-12-
--1-
el 
An equivalent definition which is often seen in the literature is 
E 2 = 
h 
F 2 
h 
N 
I: f. 2 
j= 1 J 
(5) 
(6) 
From arguments similar to those of Wilson (31) it can be 
shown that unitary structure factors for centrosymmetric crystals 
follow a normal distribution curve about a mean of zero with a stand-
1 
ard deviation of e: 2-Z. • When the unitary structure factors are nor-
malized according to equation 5, a standard normal distribution is 
obtained. 
Another quantity which will be needed is 
N 3 
€ 3 = I: n. 
j= 1 J 
(7) 
For centrosymmetric space groups, a relationship similar to equa-
>}: 
tion 8 (below) involving the signs of structure factors may be ob-
tained by any of a number of different approaches (1, 8, 9, 13, 26, 33). 
s(h) R:J s(h') s(h+h') (8) 
,...., ,...., ,...., 
The symbol . s(!:) represents the sign of the structure factor for re-
'" ., For acent:i;ic space groups, similar relationships can be derived 
which involve phase angles. For example, Karle and Karle (19) 
have used 
which follows directly from the relationship of Highes (13) 
-----h+h' 
uh. uh, = uh+h' /N 
-13-
flection h . In simple structures, equation 8 may be shown to be 
absolutely true (8, 12); however, for moderately complex structures, 
equation 8 must be expressed in terms of a probability. This proba-
bility, P +(!:_, ,!:,'), in terms of the magnitudes of the unitary structure 
factors, is (2) 
(9) 
Confidence in s(h) is improved if the term on the right of equation 8 
is replaced by the sum of products of unitary structure factors. 
( 10) 
The corresponding probability (2) is 
p +<!:> = i + i tanh { €; I Uhl L: uh,uh+h'} 
E: 2 ,.._, !:' ,.._, ,.._, ,...., 
(11) 
The expectation v alue for Uh2 which is given in equation 4 is 
dependent on the number of atoms in the structure. This is easily 
demonstrated by considering a structure composed of atoms of equal 
scattering power. In such a structure, E: 2 = 1 /N ( 12). Because of 
this,. it is convenient to use the normalized unitary structure factor 
which is independent of N. Equation 10, in terms of Eh's, is 
sE~F ( 12) 
which is the I: 2 relationship described by Hauptman and Karle (9). 
The corresponding probability in terms of Eh's is 
( 13) 
-14-
All of these relationships are strictly true only for structures 
of atoms of equal scattering power, but most organic structures do 
not deviate sufficiently from this ideal to cause serious errors. If 
infinite data were available for such a structure, equation 13 would 
yield a probability, P + E~F , of one for every reflection. The phase 
problem would then have an exact solution. In practice, however, in-
finite data cannot be measured, and equation 12 can be made to yield 
useful information only for sufficiently large values for !Ehl l:~h~h+hDD 
~h ,-....,; ~rKKg 
As a consequence, knowledge of the signs of structure factor::> is usu-
ally restricted to reflections for which I Eh I and the corresponding 
IF hi are large. Fortunately, a knowledge of the signs for the larger 
,....., 
IF h I 's is often sufficient to compute a recognizable electron density 
map. 
In the most general centrosymmetric space group, PT, there 
are eight independent centers of symmetry, any one of which may be 
chosen as the origin of the unit cell. The way in which the sign of any 
given structure factor varies with the choice of origin depends upon 
the parity of the indices h, k, and t . For example, the sign of F is 
invariant if h, k, and t are all even. For ari.y of the other seven 
parity combinations, four of the origins will produce a plus sign; and 
the other four, a minus sign. This multiplicity of origins enables the 
··-
,,. 
signs of three reflections to be chosen arbitrarily if each is a mem-
ber of a different linearly independent parity combination, excluding 
the combination in which each index is even (9, 32). Three signs 
>:C 
The number of arbitrarily chosen signs is reduced to two in tetrag-
onal and one in hexagonal, trigonal, and cubic crystals (9). 
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can therefore be chosen at the outset of any structure determination. 
The application of equation 12 is straightforward when the 
signs of every term on the right side are known. However, when 
only a few signs are known, as is the case at the outset of every large 
structure determination, equation 12 is not nearly as useful as is 
equation 8. If the three signs which define the origin are judiciously 
chosen, a number of additional signs are easily obtained by a sys-
tematic application of equation 8. Whenever signs are known for two 
of the three reflections, the third one is given the sign of the product 
of the other two, provided that the probability given by equation 9 is 
sufficiently large. These new signs may then be used to determine 
additional signs. The process may be repeated a few times, but the 
probabilities that correct signs are being determined rapidly diminish. 
Even if this process were carried as far as possible, a great many re-
flections would remain undetermined. To surmount this difficulty, 
Z achariasen (33) has suggested the use of symbolic signs. According-
ly, reflections which participate in a large number of sign relation-
ships are given letters which represent their undetermined signs. 
These symbolic signs, along with those which are already known, are 
then used to obtain additional signs. Usually, the use, of only a few 
symbolic signs will facilitate the determination of the signs for all the 
larger E's . 
At this point equation 12 is used in an iterative procedure to 
produce the most consistent set of signs. In this process, several 
symbolic signs develop a dependence upon one another, and in for-
tunate cases, each symbolic sign will eventually be uniquely deter-
-16-
mined. In less favorable cases, the remaining unknown symbolic 
signs are given values which produce the fewest discrepancies in the 
equations of type 12. The resulting sets of signs are then used with 
the appropriate F's to calculate electron density maps. If a recog-
nizable map is obtained, the corresponding set of signs may be used 
to obtain additional signs by setting up more equations of type 12 
which involve smaller E's , or the · refinement may be started f rom 
the original map. 
A Trial Structure for DHB. 
Normalized unitary structure factors were calculated for all 
reflections by the author ' s "Statistical Phasing Program11 (reference 
5, chapter 13). The distribution of e xperimental E 1 s is compared 
with theoretical two-tail probabilities for a standard normal distri-
bution in Table I. The agreeme nt with the theoretical distribution is 
TABLE I 
Distribution of E's 
K P(IEl > K) Theoretical p (22) 
1. 04 . o. 297 0.30 
1. 15 0. 248 0. 25 
1. 29 0. 20 3 0. 2 0 
1. 44 0. 147 o. 15 
1. 6 4 o. 102 o. 10 
I. 70 0.090 0.09 
I. 75 0.080 o. 08 
I. 81 0. 071 o. 07 
1. 88 0.062 0.06 
1. 96 0.053 o. 0 5 
z. 05 0.043 0.04 
-17-
K P(j E j>K) Theoretical p (22) 
2. 17 0.034 0.03 
2. 33 0.022 o. 02 
2. 58 o. 011 o. 01 
2. 81 0.007 0.005 
3.09 0. 003 0.002 
3 . 29 0. 002 0.001 
remarkable. Average values for !El, I E2 '."1 j, and E 2-l are com-
pared with the theoretical values for acentric and centric crystals in 
Table II. For < IE I> and < I E 2 -1 I>, the experimental values fall be-
tween the theoretical values for centric and acentric crystals, 'o/hich 
is not unexpected in view of the Howells, Phillips, and Rogers plot 
(see page 6). For the purpose of these distribution criteria, those 
reflections which could not be seen above the background (hereafter 
called "less-thanstt) were treated as if their IF b I's were half the 
0 s. 
minimum observable value. ttLess-thans 11 were not considered in 
the following sign determining procedure. 
For DHB, a total of 6, 017 reflections were recorded, of which 
3, 596 had observed intensities whi ch were greater than the back-
ground. Because of this large number of reflections, a straightfor-
ward application of the method described in the preceding section 
would be unduly laborious. The size of the problem was therefore 
reduced by considering in the following treatment only those reflec-
tions for which (sin2e)/A_ 2 < 0. 2. A consequence of this restriction 
is the loss of resolution in the elect_ron density map. This, however, 
presented no problem because the first objectiv e in this procedure 
was the location of the phenyl groups which are large enough to be · 
seen at very low resolution~ 
<IEI> 
<IE2-1j> 
2 
<E -1> 
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TABLE II 
Distribution Criteria 
Experimental Value Theoretical Values {18) 
0.858 
0.941 
0. 053 
Centric Acentric 
0.798 
0.968 
0.000 
0.886 
0.736 
0.000 
In the following discussion, the term ."sign relationship'' will 
be used for single relationships of type 8, whereas "L: 2 relationship" 
will mean an equation of type 12. (It should be noted that a sign rela-
tionship is a special case of a L: 2 relationship.) L: 2 relationships were 
found and listed by the "Statistical Phasing P rogram" for the 137 re-
flections for which IE f~ I. 96. The program also calculated the prob a-
bility connected with each sign relationship. Signs were arbitrarily 
given to three reflections to define the origin. In addition, six sym-
bolic signs were needed to completely solve the sign relationships. 
These nine standards, upon which the other 128 signs depend, are 
presented in Table III along with val_ues for IE I and the number of 
te rrris on the right hand side of the corresponding L: 2 relationship. 
TABLE III 
h k t Sign jg n 
2 1 1 + 3. 20 18 
3 
-9 0 + 2. 58 10 
0 3 4 + 2. 19 12 
0 3 1 a 2. 37 14 
2 0 0 b 2.08 14 
-4 6 2 c 2.77 10 
2 1 3 d 2.45 10 
-7 6 8 e 3. 90 8 
2 1 -5 f 3.06 9 
-19-
The following relationships involving the symbolic signs de-
veloped in the course of the sign determination. 
ab = d b = e a = c 
There ren:iained three variables and consequently eight possible sets 
of signs. The sign set in which all signs are positive was neglected 
because space group PT with two molecules per unit cell will not 
. >)< 
permit an ~tom at the origin unless the molecule has a center at an 
atom. The remaining seven sign sets are given in Tavle IV. At the 
bottom of each column is listed for each sign set the number of sign 
· relationships Which fail. This number is a criterion of the validity 
of the particul~r sign set. It is seen that sign sets III and IV are 
TABLE IV 
Symbolic 
Sign Sets 
Sign I II III IV v VI VII 
a + + + 
b + + + 
c + + + 
d + + · + 
e + + + 
f + + + 
Disc rep-
ancies 26 25 16 15 19 23 20 
more consistent with the sign relationships than are the others. Sets 
III and IV were used along with the observed F's to compute two 
three-dimensional electron density maps. The map based on sign set 
>;c This argument is · generally valid, but in a recent example, all of 
the stronger reflections had positive signs even in the absence of an 
atom at the origin (20). 
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IV had peaks at three of the centers of symmetry. Sign set III pro-
duced no peaks at the centers. Moreover, the re were three or four 
disk shaped volumes of electron density which resembled phenyl 
rings in orientations consistent with both proposed structures and the 
least squares molecular plane. 
The more reliable of the original 137 signs based on set Ill 
were used as standards to obtain the signs for the 101 reflections for 
which 1. 96 > IE I ~ 1. 64 by repeating the procedure described above. 
The resulting set of 238 signs which are listed in Table V were then 
used with the corresponding F's to compute a third electron density 
map. This map indicated the positions of all six phenyl rings as well 
as the dihydropentalene skeleton. The indicated structure is III. 
According to the i. u . c. rules, this is 2, 2-difluoro- l, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8-
hexaphenylbicyclo[3. 3. O]octa-3, 5, 7-triene, which in this work has 
been abbreviated DHB. Atomic coordinates could not be obtained di-
rectly from the electron density map because of its low resolution. 
An E-map (17),which is a sharpened electron density map, was then 
calculated from the 238 signs and the corresponding E's . So many 
sharp peaks were present in the E-map that no sensible interpreta-
tion could be made without the aid of the electron d ens ity map. 
Those peaks in the E - map which concurred with the very broad 
peaks in the electron density map were recorded as atomic positions. 
Structure factors were calculated from these atomic coordinates and 
the overall isotropic temperature factor, 4. 5, which had been ob-
tained from the Wilson plot. For the 2; 296 reflections with 
sin
2
e/A.. 2 <0.2, theR-value (R =2: l!F
0
l -1Fc ll/2: IF
0
1Jwas about.65. 
TABLE V. 
Signs determined from sign relationships 
h k I FxO' Exie' h k I FxlO' ExlO' h k I FxlO' Exro• h k I Fxl0
1 Exl0 1 
-10 
' 
5 ,,9 217 -2 7 3 -a62 - 2?0 2 -7 
' 
-"50 -2j') 5 -1 8 317 208 
- 10 6 2 308 174 -2 8 1 -"81 -202 2 - 5 0 837 173 5 0 8 - 310 - 1')5 
-10 7 1 454 289 - 2 9 2 510 267 2 - 5 • 526 210 5 1 -5 •28 167 
-10 7 .. }62 235 -2 10 5 _,2? - 21'? 2 -5 6 }61 227 § 5 1 2 860 179 
-10 8 
" 
-296 -213 -1 1 3 - 1302 -168 ~ 2 -4 4 650 209 ~ 2 - 7 }46 24? 
-9 2 6 258 168 - 1 2 5 -896 -181 2 -4 7 -452 -293 2 2 10 16 2}6 
-9 .. 7 367 258 § - 1 2 9 321 184 2 -2 0 - 1855 - 208 5 2 7 415 205 
-9 5 7 - 367 -256 -1 6 2 889 221 2 - 2 5 -691 -198 5 3 2 -638 -174 
-9 6 1 - 375 -1eo § -1 6 7 -"52 -189 2 -1 2 -1408 -178 5 3 7 -430 - 223 
-9 7 2 317 170 -1 9 6 432 266 § 2 0 -5 702 168 5 5 • -5 292 196 
-9 7 5 300 184 - 1 10 2 }64 254 2 0 0 - 2011 -208 6 -8 3 351 252 
-9 7 6 
'°" 
202 -1 10 
' 
361 245 2 0 9 278 181 6 - 7 1 435 195 
-9 8 2 _,,.. - 207 0 0 0 11500 2 1 - 5 1116 306 6 - 7 3 - 290 -173 
-9 8 3 327 203 0 0 7 - 509 -191 2 1 .... - 791 -169 6 -6 
1 
- 542 -198 
-9 8 • - 567 - 357 0 
1 
- 5 - 753 - 185 § 2 1 -2 -1}68 -1?3 6 - 3 7 248 169 
-8 3 7 - 281 -178 0 1 - 2 2002 23q 2 1 1 2829 320 6 - 1 8 319 230 
-8 5 8 . - 325 -23" 0 1 3 - 1865 - 2,7 2 1 3 1677 245 § 6 0 - 1 851 194 
-8 6 7 272 173 0 2 3 - 1"-42 - 1?3 2 2 -2 - 1333 - 225 6 2 -5 }64 197 
-8 7 2 _,,, -1?' 0 3 1 - 1?4A - 222 2 2 • - 1116 - 206 6 2 " 562 193 
-8 ? ? 335 223 0 
' 
2 1493 200 i 2 .. -6 }66 222 § 6 3 2 -508 -169 
-8 8 2 319 1?5 0 3 • 1;!';2 219 2 4 - 5 406 196 ~ 7 .... 6 }06 209 
-8 9 2 _,24 -209 § 0 .. -4 - 527 - 176 2 • 7 558 222 ? - 2 6 3"9 199 
-8 9 3 281 180 0 .. 5 -760 - 177 § 2 5 -3 -426 -173 § ? - 1 ? -"51 - 29, 
-? 1 6 350 179 5 0 4 8 411 183 2 8 3 '49 185 7 0 7 -"04 - 254 I _, 1 7 395 249 0 5 -6 -4}6 - 282 2 9 5 - 289 - 203 7 1 5 -408 -162 
-7 3 8 -381 -251 0 5 2 -82, -168 3 -9 0 441 258 7 
1 7 •20 26<> 
-7 • 8 - 337 -216 0 5 6 -682 - 217 3 - 9 
1 280 177 7 2 -4 "87 261 
-7 5 7 411 222 0 6 -3 428 190 3 -6 5 ,21 200 § 7 2 3 578 218 
- 7 5 8 363 2,2 0 6 8 391 205 3 - 5 0 - 955 -202 § ? 3 6 - 380 - 226 I 
-7 6 8 -593 _,90 0 a - 2 -301 -192 
' 
- 5 6 - 292 -185 7 • 0 - 326 - 16'< 
-7 9 2 298 179 0 8 4 - 517 - 233 3 -3 8 }06 221 
. 8 
-8 1 265 172 N 
-7 9 • -275 -167 0 9 0 -281 - 182 § 3 - 2 8 28? 182 
8 -7 2 358 221 .... 
- ? 9 5 -~~ -208 0 9 2 -"89 -284 3 -1 .. - 970 - 205 8 - 1 6 - 272 - 170 I 
-6 1 1 201 0 9 3 430 245 3 0 -8 -326 - 184 8 0 -6 432 286 
-6 1 7 320 175 0 9 7 395 278 
' 
0 -6 59? 200 8 0 -5 -304 - 173 
-6 1 8 -406 - 272 1 -9 1 -450 - 305 3 1 -8 284 181 8 1 -5 - 305 -194 
-6 2 3 733 177 1 -8 0 -433 - 205 3 1 -6 - 511 - 196 8 
1 0 -484 -185 
-6 2 8 -272 -171 1 -8 1 -385 - 203 3 1 -3 -109, - 21 1 8 
1 6 - 266 -167 
-6 6 8 -296 -180 1 - 7 · 4 373 20-0 § . 3 3 -6 326 177 § 8 2 - 1 -478 - 221 
-6 9 3 -304 -168 1 -6 5 -609 - )86 3 3 5 6«2 175 8 
2 0 406 178 
-6 10 3 _,18 - 214 1 - 5 • - 529 - 214 3 3 6 527 174 
8 3 - 2 331 198 
-5 1 6 "82 183 1 -4 • 534 172 3 8 6 268 183 9 
- 7 0 - 359 - 207 
-5 1 ? -506 -243 1 -4 7 446 291 4 -7 
' 
377 203 ~ 9 -5 0 -"36 - 195 
-5 1 8 - 371 -226 1 - 3 6 •28 184 • -6 5 363 231 9 
_, 
' 
,.... 1,.. 
-5 2 8 309 1?4 1 -2 3 -1163 - 201 4 ..... 1 829 170 9 
0 - 5 378 253 
- 5 5 6 462 167 1 2 6 -631 - 170 s 4 .... 2 -816 -193 9 2 1 ,71 200 
- 5 6 3 591 169 1 3 1 1578 221 4 -4 ? 46? 318 9 2 5 ,50 238 
- 5 7 3 -"91 -168 1 5 -6 256 17• 4 -3 2 -1271 - 254 9 
' 
- 1 ,78 250 
-4 1 2 1}84 214 § 1 5 2 -8,5 - 186 § 4 _, 5 •71 174 § 9 4 1 -352 -253 
.... 1 5 -1009 -270 1 6 - 5 376 259 § .. - 2 8 -406 - 2?0 10 - 7 1 330 2,, 
.... 6 2 -1077 - 277 1 6 -3 -392 -187 .. - 1 7 - 508 - 24, § 10 -6 1 
-
-168 
-4 6 ? - 545 -238 1 6 2 -695 -199 4 -1 8 -419 -259 § 10 
_, 3 -3<,() -213 
- 3 5 3 961 199 1 ? -4 - 289 -208 4 0 -8 - 339 - 208 
10 - 2 3 291 -172 
- 3 6 1 946 238 1 7 6 -355 -166 4 0 6 -618 - 217 
10 1 -1 -400 -250 
- 3 6 7 580 243 1 8 -1 27, 165 4 1 -8 370 252 10 1 1 ')07 184 
- 3 8 4 - 525 - 214 1 8 4 - 351 -1 72 4 3 1 -893 - 196 10 
1 2 -"52 - 279 
- 3 10 3 -36" -232 1 8 8 -306 -219 .. 3 5 -719 - 225 10 2 0 -342 -229 
- 2 1 2 - 1470 -170 1 9 1 - 289 -188 5 - 7 3 _,,4 - 1?5 10 2 1 -535 - 353 
-2 1 6 -617 - 175 2 -8 0 }62 165 5 - 7 • 268 176 § 11 
_,, 1 - 311 -198 
-2 4 1 - 1248 -193 2 -8 2 290 169 § 5 -2 6 -631 - 284 
§ These reflections as listed have incorrectly determined signs. See Table X for complete 
list of data. 
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REFINEMENT 
The signs (which had been obtained from the structure factor 
calculation) of the 2, 296 reflections with sin2e IA 2 < 0. 2 were used 
with the observed F's to calculate another three-dimensional elec-
tron density map. This map was a tremendous improvement over 
the previous maps which had been calculated from only 238 reflec-
tions. An improved set of atomic coordinates was obtained from 
this new electron density map. This reduced the R-value to about 
. 55 • The refinement was continued by the method of least squares 
(11) on the IBM 7094 computer with the 11 Triclinic Least Squares 
Program" (reference 5, chapter 6) which was written by Dr. R. E. 
Marsh. The atomic scattering factors for hydrogen, fluorine, and 
carbon (valence) were taken from the "International Tables for X-ray 
Crystallography" (15). The function which was minimized is 
where Vw is the weight of each reflection and k is the scaling fac-
tor by which IF I must be multiplied to be on an absolute scale . 
0 
"Less-thans" were included only if IF I was larger than the mini-
c 
mum observable F 
0 
The course of the least squares r e finement 
is summarized in T a ble VI. 
The initial stage of the refinement consisted of 15 least 
squares cycles which were restricted to the 609 reflections for which 
· 
2 I 2 o 08 · d · · · f . sin e A < • in or er to minimize the ef ect of incorrect signs. 
The spatial parameters for the heavy atoms were put in a full matrix . 
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TA B L E VI 
Summary of L east Squ ares Refinement 
Initial R = . 55 
L. S. Cycle lfVl >:< 
1 1 /F 
0 
2 
R 
. 443 
• 377 
3 .345 
4 .299 
Atoms C ( 2) and F (46 ) Interchanged 
5 . 278 
6 • 266 
7 .258 
8 .250 
· Atom C ( l ) Moved Closer to C( 5 ) 
9 • 244 
JO • 384 § 
>!< 
. 2 
/ s1n
2 
8) R k \ emar s 
A max 
O. 08 Full matrix. Is o-
tropic temperature 
facto r s not refined. 
Difference Fourier Computed; 7 A toms Moved 
11 • 197 
12 . 155 
13 . 112 
14 . 108 
15 . 202 § 
16 1 I cr(I) •:<>:< • 165 0 . 20 All spatial parame -
17 • 144 ters in one matrix . Isotropic tempera-
18 . 134 ture factors in sec-
19 . 151 t ond matrix . 
20 . 148 all data 
21 . 146 
22 • 120 Anisotropic tempe·r -
ature factors - block 
matrix. Shift factor 
= o. 5 . 
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:i:c: 
2 ,,, 
L. S. Cycle -v;;' R ( si~ e) ,,. Remarks 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
,,, 
' •' 
§ 
t 
>l<* 
A. max 
1 I a(I) . 128 all data 
. 092 
. 083 
. 078 
. 077 
. 076 
• 075 
• 073 
. 072 
. 071 
• 070 
• 069 
• 068 
. 066 
. 065 
Hydrogens added but 
not refined . 
Shift factor= 0. 6 . 
Shift factor = O. 7 . 
Hydrogen in at new 
calculated positions 
but not refined . 
Shift factor = O. 8 • 
Hydrogen spatial pa-
rameters refined in 
special matrix (see 
text) . 
All hydrogen parame-
ters refined . 
Values for these quantities are carried from cycle to cycle unless 
otherwise noted. 
These R's are larger than the precedi.ng values because data out to 
sin 2e /A. 2 = 0. 2 were used in the structure factor calculation. 
This R is larger than the preceding values because all data were 
used in the structure factor calculation. 
See discussion of weights in the experimental section,· page 8. 
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The overall isotropic temperature factor, 4. 5 , was not refined 
during this stage of the refinement. The weighting function was 
..y;; = I F: I for I F o I > 4 j F o I min. 
1 for I F I ::;; 4 j F I . 
o o min. V I F o I 4 I F o I min: 
After four cycles, i;nteratomic distances and angles were calculated 
by the 11Distances, Angles, and Planes Program" (reference 5, chap-
ter 8), which was written by Mr. J. K. Lo. · It was apparent that 
carbon, C(2) , and fluorine, F(46) , (see figure 2 for the numbering 
of the atoms) had moved to positions which, from chemical consid-
erations, appeared to be interchanged. The R-value was reduced 
from. 32 to. 30 by exchanging the atomic coordinates of these two 
atoms. After the n ext four cycles, 5 - 8 , the distance between 
0 
carbon atoms C( 1) and C(5) was 1. 62 A , and the angle C(5) - C( 1) -
0 C(Z) was 78. 7 . Carbon, C(l) , was moved by hand along a line 
joining C(l) and C(5) until the C(l) - C(5) distance was 1. 5 A. Two 
more cycles of least squares, 9 - 10 , moved C(l) back to its origi-
nal position. A difference Fourier was then calculated utilizing re-
fl . .2/ 2 02 ectlons out to sin e A = . . At this. stage of the refinement, the 
difference Fourier contained a great many posit'ive and negative 
peaks. The more prominent peaks a r e summarized in Table VIL 
A consideration of interatomic distances and angles, however, ind i-
cated that only atoms C(l), C(5), C(9), C(IO), C(l4), C( 27), and 
C(Z9) needed to be moved. After moving these atoms, five additional 
least squares cycles, 11 - 15 , completed the initial stage of refine-
ment. The R-value for data out to sin 2e /A. 2 = O. 08 was about . 11, 
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TABLE VU 
Prominent Peaks in the Difference Fourier 
Atom Negative Peak Positive Peak 
x y z x y z 
C( 1) 0. ·225 0 . 441 o. 786 o. 267 o. 502 0.822 
C(Z) 0.325 o. 552 0.717 o. 375 o. 546 0.718 
C(5) 0. 2Z.5 0.562 0.830 0. 238 0.649 o. 799 
C(9) o. loo 0.422 0.734 o. 167 0.394 0.785 
~ '.; . 
C( 10) 0. 150 0,301 0.792 o. 188 o. 261 o. 761 
C(l4) 0.092 0.461 0.542 0.062 0.442 o. 653 
C(27) 0.212 0.764 0.965 o. 175 0.693 0.946 
C(Z9) o. 288 0.960 0 . 945 0.225 0.878 0.909 
C(38) o. 112 0.422 0. 182 o. 175 o. 434 0.252 
C(40) o. 192 o. 177 o. 137 o. 200 0. 100 0. 185 
F(45) 0.388 0.462 o. 660 0.500 o. 552 0.776 
F(46) 0.425 o. 586 0.764 0. 500 0.787 0.683 
and there were no bad distances and angles. 
The final stage of refinement was begun by expanding the 
c1ata to sin 2e IA 2 = O. 20 , including individual, isotropic temperature 
factors, and changing the weights from 1 /F
0 
_to 1 /o(I) . as described 
on page 8. All spatial parameters were put .in one matrix, and the 
temperature parameters were put in a second matrix. The inclusion 
of data out to sin 2 e /A. 2 = 0, 20 increased the R to , 20, but four 
cycles, 16 - 19, reduced R to. 13 . All data were then included, 
and two further isotropic cycles, 20 - 21 , caused convergence at 
R = . 14 • 
Anisotropic temperature factors of the following form were 
used. 
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. 2 2 
'322k + l333t + l312hk + J31:3ht + l3z3kt) 
For each atom, a three-by-three matrix of spatial parameters and a 
six-by-six hiatrix of anisotropic temperature factors were used. 
(This is referred to as a block matrix in Table VI .. ) Two cycles, 
22 - 23, caus.ed convergence. Hydrogen atoms were then added (but 
0 
not refined) at positions 1. 1 A along the ring diagonals out from the 
correspondin~ carbons. An overall isotropic temperature factor, 
B = 5. 5 , was µsed for the hydrogens. After seven cycles, 24 - 30, 
the hydrogen positions were adjusted, and two more cycles, 31 - 3 2, 
were perfo_rmed. · 
All spatial parameters for the carbons and hydrogens were 
then put into a separate 33 X 33 matrix for each phenyl ·group . . The 
remaining spatial parameters for the carbons of the dihydropentalene 
skeleton and the two fluorines were put into a 30 x 30 matrix. A six-
by-six matrix was used for the anisotropic temperature parameters 
for each heavy atom. (This arrangement is called the "special ma-
trix11 in Table VI.) After two cycles, 33 - 34, with the special ma-
trix, the isotropic temperature factors for the hydrogens w ere added 
to the refinement by placing them in one 30 x 30 matrix . Three ad-
ditional cycles, 35 - 37 , were performed in which only the hydrogen 
parameters showed appreciable shifts. Further refinement did not 
appear to be justified. The final R-value was . 065 . 
In the initial data reduction, 123 reflections were given 
weights of zero because of large discrepancies in the intensities 
which were measured on more than one film. Reflection 0 2 4 
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was given a weight of zero because it was thought to be a double re-
flection. Extinction errors were seen in 41 low angle reflections 
which were ;given weights of zero. Of the 2, 421 "less-thans", only 
146 were used in the last cycle of least squares refinement because 
their calculated F's were larger than the minimum observable F 
Consequently:, only 3, 577 of the 6, 017 recorded reflections were 
used in the l~st cycle of least squares refinement. 1 
A qiffE;rence Fourier was computed as an independent check 
. : . ' 
on the cor+.ef:lt:ness of the structure. This map had a noise l evel 
which averaged about O. 2 or 
0 3 
0. 3 electrons I A , although there were 
two negative peaks of - 0. 43 
' 0 3 
and - 0. 48 electrons/A . The differ-
ence map, therefore, gives no indication of serious errors in the 
structure. 
The final atomic coordinates in terms of fractions o f cell 
edges are listed in Table VIII along with the shifts in the coordinates 
which were calculated in the last cycle, and the a's which are cal-
culated from the least squares matrix. 
2 2 2 2 i 
{ A - l .. [ I:w(k F 0 -F c ) ·] } ai = ( t m - s ( 14) 
. -1 
In equation 14, a. is the standard deviation of the variable i , (A ) . . 
1 11 
is the diagonal element of the inverse matrix corresponding to vari-
able i , m is the number of refle·ctions, and s is the numb e r of 
variables. The final values for the anisotropic temperature parame -
ters are listed in Table IX along with the corresponding shifts which 
were calculated in the last cycle, and the a's . The values of F 
which are. calculated from these parameters are compared with the 
TABLE Vlll. 
Spacial parameters 
x y z <T ()() .,. (Y} <T(Z) sh {X) sh(Yl sh{Z) Atom x y z <T(X) a-(Y) a-{Z) sh(X) sh(Y) sh{Z) Atom 
!jil 25664 49584 80785 21 25 21 5 6 4 c 39 29884 32414 101633 25 27 23 5 -2 1 35231 55912 71463 22 27 23 -1 2 1 c 40 23382 21963 110871 32 34 28 7 - 3 4 32745 66844 61542 21 25 21 1 0 2 c 41 271 11 11804 117509 48 39 33 21 13 -4 
"l 26186 70084 66852 22 25 22 7 -1 8 c 42 37026 11938 115105 52 44 39 13 14 1 c 5 23121 51460 79573 22 25 21 4 0 -6 c 43 43454 22130 105958 40 45 38 20 14 -6 C(6 21392 61884 91088 22 26 22 -6 1 0 c 44 39845 32215 99114 32 36 30 4 9 -2 c 7 23396 50591 100647 21 26 22 -3 0 -5 f!~l 37719 47837 66784 13 15 13 2 4 2 c 8 26590 .43790 95004 22 26 22 4 10 -7 44251 60234 77574 13 16 13 - 2 0 -4 c 9 16998 40282 75991 23 27 22 -4 -3 2 24090 25932 81563 ?14<; 280 258 -1 78 -31 -94 c 10 17648 28394 77291 28 31 26 -7 -4 0 !{ 48 10524 11682 74316 244 286 247 - 28 246 - 22 c 11 09825 19968 72922 31 32 27 1 8 1 H 49 -o4038 16976 63886 251 308 267 130 65 14 c 12 01231 23367 67135 32 37 31 1 -2 -8 H 50 -05959 37113 61381 282 314 283 227 -26 28 c 13 00479 35060 65698 28 38 30 8 -6 10 H 511 07601 51693 69820 256 299 268 116 -496 314 c 14 08264 43489 70058 25 31 26 5 -15 -2 H 52 52862 71647 52901 243 285 261 - 56 320 -414 
c 15 37228 72011 48460 24 27 23 0 -6 -2 H 53) 59622 78383 32267 301 349 311 -44 -252 342 c 16 47630 73240 46194 29 35 30 - 14 -5 - 11 
H R4~ 46939 83536 15031 285 330 336 -419 -92 133 c 17 51478 77713 33703 34 41 36 0 -6 9 H 55 29614 80525 19091 260 302 287 42 - 285 482 c 18 45018 80511 23965 41 36 35 4 -9 7 H 56 23324 73951 39261 229 269 237 359 172 -1 78 
c 19 34643 . 78865 26110 36 33 28 17 2 . 9 H 571 37018 93944 52095 254 279 243 - 258 -40 164 c 20 30714 74624 38399 27 30 24 14 5 -2 H 58 32120 112689 44737 237 298 255 131 -150 164 I c 21 22851 82127 61605 24 26 22 
-13 -1 2 
H R9~ 14334 111108 50088 274 326 272 131 - 280 115 N c 22 29747 93706 54062 30 32 26 -14 1 5  60 g~ 72614 62762 258 ~MO 266 <;6 76 -~ 
'° 
c 23 26472 104543 49756 37 34 30 -7 - 1 9 H 61 3936 70358 242 87 259 215 277 
c 24) 16601 103903 52908 39 38 33 4 8 -7 . 62 33911 85042 86368 254 294 263 - 217 -225 67 I 
c 25 09781 92614 60303 33 38 32 7 3 -6 H 63 30416 102885 90312 251 304 252 - 207 -267 226 
c 26 12848 81833 64624 27 32 26 5 4 -7 H 64 13597 99286 99092 244 294 254 27 - 206 -138 
c 27 19456 72403 93795 23 26 21 0 -2 -6 H 65 00665 80390 105336 285 331 311 52 460 32 
c 28 27030 84305 90482 28 32 27 1 3 3 H 66 04312 61628 101692 245 299 247 232 109 -60 
c 29 24969 94325 92474 33 34 29 -14 -21 6 H 67 39249 51218 115761 238 270 251 -142 - 119 56 
c 30 15380 92554 97793 36 38 31 6 13 8 H 68 39728 46591 138337 263 302 267 - 150 84 -153 
c 31 07866 80860 101068 33 39 30 3 10 -7 H 69 22918 39869 150594 . 254 295 294 - 134 180 -1 93 
c 32 09818 70792 99219 28 32 26 4 2 0 H 70 06985 37875 140364 243 279 250 -12 -164 34 
c 33 23207 47776 114557 23 26 22 -2 4 -1 H 71 07236 43871 116780 236 276 246 184 -41 95 
c 34 32494 48517 120974 26 31 25 -5 -6 12 H 72 16420 22589 112570 274 313 284 397 110 -84 
c 35 32600 45682 133930 29 32 27 -9 -3 -8 
Hr3 
21992 04901 123819 284 355 318 - 1036 900 -623 
c 36 23254 41988 140696 28 30 29 9 3 -5 !{ T4~ 40158 04978 120383 269 338 292 165 414 -46 c 37 13964 41294 134420 28 33 26 3 -4 -6 H 75 51145 21550 103848 293 346 304 - 59 -164 29 
c 38 13950 44214 121480 27 33 25 8 - 3 8 H 76 44780 40494 92295 257 356 296 67 232 216 
All values for parameters , CJ' IS J and shifts have been multiplied by 105. sh(x), etc. represent 
the shift in parameter x , etc. in the final least squares cycle. 
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TABLE IX 
a. Anisotropic temperature factors for heavy atoms 
Atom /]l1 (322 {333 {312 /]t3 {323 <T(lll CT(22) <T(35)CT(l2) <T113l CT(23l 111(10 ... 22) 111(33) 11>(121 1h(13l 11>(231 
mi 
00573 00712 OQ5'1i3 Q(;447 00098 - 00366 22 31 25 42 }4 39 0 - 3 5 - 5 2 -2 0·•547 00891 00717 00t&8C) - 00089 - 00621 2' 34 28 45 36 45 -1 0 h - 3 10 - 6 
0:1532 00735 00543 00300 00028 - 00313 22 31 25 41 ., 39 -4 4 ,, 2 0 1 
0 l565 00695 00623 00376 - 00083 -MM~1DU 23 31 26 43 35 4 1 1 - 2 -6 - 5 - 5 
00571 0"809 00501 0<>497 - 00017 -003 ~U 22 32 25 43 3} 40 - 2 1 . 1 - 2 - 1 
Cf6 l OU573 00829 00623 oou8o 00018 - 00475 23 
" 
27 •4 35 4 3 -6 2 8 -5 - l -(, 
c 7) 00541 00793 00567 00324 00039 - 0Qtl2 1 23 32 26 43 }4 41 - 6 6 6 0 -2 l 
ms ()(J6"0 00763 O:J587 004?0 -00005 - 00353 24 32 27 4 5 36 42 - 5 -· 7 -1 2 - 3 - 4 006(,9 00607 00502 EF1KF41~9 00136 -o··,3u5 24 32 25 44 35 •O 0 0 7 • 8 . 
c 10l 00883 00899 00774 
00614 00065 - 00622 29 37 30 52 43 48 -} 10 1 2 - 17 -16 
c 11 01130 00')0 0 0079u 0.>4G7 001 32 - 00739 34 38 31 58 •8 51 19 - 5 17 13 - 5 - 2 
c 12 00980 0 1 223 00954 00022 00076 - 009'l0 33 •6 34 62 50 58 3 - 1 9 21 -15 - 11 
c 13 Od?23 01 335 0 11 57 00258 - 001 31 - OG851 30 48 }6 60 •8 6 1 -4 - 3 12 - 20 7 -1 D~ 
c 14 00619 00971 0 :;954 0 :"1403 - 00015 -00704 26 38 }2 50 42 50 3 11 5 13 1 -10 
c 15 0..1648 ooa27 MM~O ()()1•0 1 001 56 - 00367 24 }4 27 46 37 •3 - 2 - 2 1 - 11 0 5 
c 16 00772 0141 0 01087 00511 00623 -00325 31 •9 . }6 62 48 60 -3 6 8 10 - 32 - ,"! 
c 17 0 1005 · 01'}45 0 1362 00780 01196 - 0031 5 }6 64 42 76 60 74 21 -3 - 17 38 -8 23 
c 18 01795 01301 00909 00705 0 1042 - 00302 50 51 37 80 64 61 - 2 - 2 17 -9 18 -21 
c 19 0 1425 01175 00666 00806 00006 - 00t•31 41 45 }2 69 52 53 15 3 -1 24 -16 ? 
c 20 00906 0097} 00606 ()()684 -00071 - OOU28 29 38 27 53 4 2 •6 - 14 9 19 0 5 1 
c 21 007'41 00825 00545 00563 - 00130 - 00518 25 34 26 47 37 43 4 3 3 -2 5 - 3 
c 22 0 1021 ff)8 19 M~1U1T ())1•55 000}• - 00382 32 37 31 55 46 •8 -1 6 7 12 -5 - 7 
c 23 0 1365 00763 01074 00588 -00209 - 00387 40 39 }6 64 56 53 - 10 6 7 - 11 22 7 
c 2• 015'\" 01165 01206 01748 -00851 - 009')6 •5 46 }8 75 6 1 62 13 9 1 2 29 - 24 -6 
c 25 01060 01 309 01207 01381 -00547 - 00952 35 •7 37 67 53 61 -4 8 5 2 8 8 
c 26 00805 M1EFM~ 00878 00904 -00187 - 00661 28 39 32 55 43 51 3 - 9 2 -10 18 26 
c 27 007 15· 00796 M:~UM 00641 - 001}6 -00395 25 32 25 •6 }6 41 0 5 0 3 1 -1 
c 28 00783' 0095, 00898 00595 - 00186 - 00593 28. }8 31 53 •3 •9 4 5 8 3 21 
' c 29 01216 00006 010}6 00642 - 00231 - 00626 37 40 }4 62 53 53 3 -4 18 - 18 16 _, 
C }O 0 1491 0 1200 0101 7 0 1 543 - 0012'1 - 00929 42 4 5 35 73 57 59 16 7 5 27 1 1 
c 31 01 1 56· 01428 0 1141 0 1}44 00}06 - 00927 }6 50 }7 70 55 64 16 -8 7 -5 21 7 
c 32 00855 0108·1 00887 00816 00256 - 00663 29 41 32 57 45 52 0 - 11 12 -17 6 -4 
c " 
00659. MMTR~ 00596 00539 -00035 CQ03•7 24 32 26 •5 }6 41 5 -4 8 0 5 - 5 
c 34 00612. 0 1H7 0072? 00573 -00095 -00697 25 44 29 53 39 52 -4 0 4 ... 0 0 
c 35 00611 01350 00796 00798 -OOU30 -0073q 29 46 31 59 44 55 0 ·- 8 13 8 -9 0 
c }6 0'.l988 01161 00685 00749 - 00123 -00679 32 42 29 60 45 51 0 -9 2 11 - 2 18 
c 37 oon1 01655 006n 00642 00116 -00707 29 51 31 62 43 57 13 - 1 -14 - 4 7 15 
c 38 ()()644 ." 016}9 00601 00605 00069 -00576 26 49 29 57 39 54 2 - 1 13 < -10 -6 
c 39 00872 0088? 00561 007•9 -00237 -00535 28 35 27 50 39 44 -1 6 0 8 -6 - 5 
c 40 01 301 ·00904 0081 8 00667 00084 -00275 }8 
"° 
32 62 51 51 -1 - 3 15 20 - 18 -26 
c 41 02188 OQ962 0'926 00925 ..00316 ..002}6 55 46 37 8 1 66 57 80 - 17 - 20 28 - 51 9 
c 42 02507 0139' 01 391 02522 -01606 -01160 64 55 45 101 82 72 -34 20 -3 1 2• -6 
c •3 01588 01678 0 1 468 02230 -01112 -01}67 •6 58 43 87 67 75 12 -11 -3 -6 7 10 
c 44 0 1102 P1J41 01125 0 1 510 -OOU28 - 00759 }6 49 }6 69 53 6 1 -8 - 25 6 - 36 5 22 
l' •5 00785 0105!) 00837 00872 00232 -00532 1 5 21 16 28 22 27 3 - 2 5 1 0 3 
p 46 00603 012Q!! 00854 00471 -00227 -OOU29 1• 24 17 29 22 28 1 -1 2 0 -1 1 
All value,i; ~isted in part a. are multiplied by 105. 
:: ... 
b. Isotropic temperature factors for hydrogens 
Atom I Oill ...,, 
H 47 }82 76 -40 
H 48 37• 75 -47 
H 49 UQ2 78 - 54 
H 50 560 87 14 
H 51 
''6' 80 - 32 H 52 }67 76 - 65 
H 53 7•4 99 54 
H 54 700 96 
" H 55 514 84 - 15 H 56 287 69 -52 
ff 57 }}8 74 -71 
H 58 365 74 - 38 
H 59 563 88 -01 
H 60 • 60 79 -13 
ff 61 375 n -62 
H 62 392 77 -60 
H 63 428 79 - 25 
H 64 3}} 76 -107 
ff 65 678 91 62 
ff 66 421 81 - 55 
ff 67 }}9 72 - 54 
ff 68 504 84 -02 
ff 69 5'0 85 - 30 
H 70 }92 75 -11 
K 71 358 74 -24 
K 72 · 510 84 -31 
ff 73 706 94 74 
ff 74 626 93 24 
K 75 754 100 78 
K 76 522 84 -1 8 
All values listed in part b. are multiplied by 102 . 
sh(l l ), etc. and sh(B) represent the shifts in the anisotropic 
temperature factors, 131 r etc, I and the isotropic temperature fac-
tor, B , in the final leas squares cycle. 
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observed F's in Table X. Each data group in Table Xis preceded by 
the value for h , the value for k , and the letter L , which d e fine the 
indices for the particular data group. The columns i n Table X are L, 
lOx F b , and lOx F 1 , in that order. A negative sign in the sec-o s. ca c. 
ond column indicates a "less-than, 11 and the nume r ic al value · which 
follows the negativ e sign is the minimum observable F. An asterisk 
following a vaiue in the second column means that the reflection in 
question has been given a weight of zero in the least squares refine-
ment. A comparison of Table V and Table X reveals 50 incorrectly 
determined signs in the original 238 signs . 
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DISCUSSION 
As indicated in Table VIII, the shifts for the hydrogen param-
eters in the last cycle 6£ the least squares refinement were of the 
same order of magnitude as the standard deviations. Since, there-
fore, the refinement had not reached convergence with respect to the 
hydrogens, there is no reason to list individual C-H distances and C- · 
. 0 
C-H angles. The average C-H distance is 1. 018 A with a standard 
deviation of 0, 041 A calculated from the variation of individual values 
b' 
about the mean. The longest and shortest C-H distances are 1. 087 A 
0 
and O. 936 A, respectively. All other bond distances and angles are 
presented in figures 2 and 3. (Figures 2 and 3 show the molecule as 
viewed along a direction in the plane defined by a x es ~ and)?, and per-
pendicular to axis b . The plane of the paper is approximate ly the 
t:-J 
plane defined by axes ,4 and £,with axis £,the horizontal dir e ction in-
creasing from left to right. ) The ave rage standard deviation for C-C 
0 0 
distances is estimated to be O. 005 A; for C-F distances, 0. 003 A; for 
angles in the central dihydropentalene skeleton, O. 2°; for angles in 
the phenyl rings , O. 4°. 
Except for the five-membered ring containing C(2), the ring 
systems of DHB form well defined planes. The numbering of these 
planes is presented in figure 5. The direction cosines and deviations 
(from these planes) of the individual atoms are given in Table XI. 
Table XII is a list .of the angles between the various normals to the 
planes of the DHB molecule. 
There are two reasonably good planes whi ch can be calculated 
for the ring containing C(Z). Plane VII is calculated from C(Z), C(3), 
Figure 2. Bond Distances in DHB . 
I 
\JJ 
0--
Angles about F45 
C(Z) 
Figure 3. Bond Angles in DHB. 
'If" 1v;;r~rv·4 L 8 
- ·-- A 
5 
I 
VJ 
--J 
I 
HC48) H (4 7) 
\ I 
C(ll)-- C(IO) 
I \ 
H(49)-C(l2) C(9)-
\ I 
,, C(l3)- C(l4) I , \ 
. I 
H (5C))! H (51) 
··.· ; 
H(5Q) H(57) \ :· I ;(:3)-C\ 
H(59)-C(24) 111 C(21}-
\ I 
C(25)-· -C(26) 
I \ 
H (60) H(61) 
H(68) H(67) 
' I C(35)-C(34) I \ 
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H(53) H(52) 
\ I 
C{l 7)-- CC 16) I \ 
H(64)-C(l 8) I I C(l6)-
. \ . I 
C(l9)-· - C(20) 
I \ 
H(5 5) H(56) 
H(6 3) H(62) 
\ I 
/rl.29)-C\l 
H(64)-C\l Iv ;(27)-
C(31)-C(32) 
I \ 
H (6 5) H(66) 
H(73) H(72) 
\ I C(41) - C(40) 
I \ 
H(69)-C(36) V C(33)- H(741-C\l VI i39)-\ I 
C(37)-C(38) 
I \ 
H (70) H(71) 
C(43)-C( 4 4) 
I \ 
H(75) H(76) 
Figure 4. Numbering of Hydrogen Atoms. 
TABLE XI. 
Least- squares planes 
Plane Atom D Atom D d COi A COi B COi c Pion• Atom D Atom D d COIA COIB COi C 
I C(1)§ -0034 C(9) 0029 6441 . -4561 0628 8358 v C(7)§ 0423 C(33) 0050 I - 7902 I 1979 - 9847 - 2284 
C(10) -0021 C(11) -0003 C(34) -0009 C(35) -0033 
C(12) 0020 C(13) -0011 
C(14) -0013 H(47)§ -0094 
H(48)§ 0272 H(49)§ -0311 
11(50)§ 
-0012 H(51)§ 0775 
C(36) 0036 C(37) 0005 
C(38) -0049 H(67)§ -0014 
H(68)§ 
-0342 H(69)§ -0147 
H(?O)§ 0595 H(71)§ -0213 
II C(3)§ 0499 C(15) -0164 -9681 0624 -9662 -3281 VI C(8)§ 1154 C(39) 0113 I 13010 I 1772 6189 8656 
C(16) 0143 C(17) -0002 C(40) -0017 C(41) -0057 
C(18) -0118 C(19) 0096 
C(20) 0045 H(52)§ -0092 
H(53)§ 0445 H(54)§ -0092 
H(55)§ 0387 H(56)§ -0123 
C(42) 0036 C(43) 0061 
C(44) -0136 H(72)§ 0452 1 I H(73)§ -0137 H(74)§ 0861 H(75)§ -0615 H(76)§ 0406 
III C(4)§ 0713 C(21) -0007 11326 2254 4294 9295 VI I I C(1)§ -5366 C(2) 0243 I 10478 I 5521 5508 5281 
C(22) 0011 C(23) -0010 C(3) -0410 C(4) 0414 
C(24) 0004 C(25) 0000 
C(26) 0001 H(57)§ . 0256 
H(58)§ 0546 H(59)§ 0007 VI 
H(60)§ 0326 H(61)§ 0561 
C(5) -0248 
I ' I C(1) -0479 C(2)§ 4972 I 9325 I 5972 3148 5520 
C(3) 0523 C(4) -0849 
IV C(6)§ -0740 C(27) -0025 9459 4066 -0659 8450 
C(28) 0001 C(29) 0005 VI 
C(5) 0805 
II I C(1) 0451 C(5) -03351-5423 1-8288 -2676 - 1059 
C(30) 0011 C(31) -0035 
C(32) 0042 H(62)§ -0245 
H(63)§ 0235 H(64)§ -0240 
H(65)§ 0164 H(66)§ 0124 
C(6) 0066 C(7) 0266 
C(8) -0448 
§ These atoms were given a weight of zero for the calculation of the least-squares plane. 
D is the deviation of the particular atom from the plane in AX 10 4. 
d is the distance from the origin to the plane multiplied by 103. 
cos A 1 etc. are the direction cosines of the normal to the plane with respect to the crystall ographic 
axes, a , b , and c ·. 
,..., "' 
I 
VJ 
'° I 
Plane A 
VII 
Vil' 
VII 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
I 
I 
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TABLE XII 
Angles Between the Normals to the 
Various Planes in DHB 
Plane B 9 
VIII 28°351 
VIII 27°52 I 
Vil' 15 °3 5 I 
VII 43°41 1 
VII 36°55' 
VIII 69°15' 
VIII 67°33' 
VIII 58°0 1 
VII 88°35' 
VIII 63°33' 
VI 
¢ 
Figure 5. Numbering of the Planes in DHB. 
C (4 ), and C(5); VII' from C (l), C{3 ), C(4), C(5). As i s expected from 
the sp 2 hybridization of C{3) and C{4), the deviations from plane VII 
are smaller than from plane VII'. 
-41-
The angle between the normals to the two planes, VII and 
VIII, of the dihydropentalene skeleton is 28° 35', which is a conse-
quence of the sp3 hybridization of C(l) an.d C(Z). The phenyl rings, 
as expected from steric conside'rations, are twisted from 36° 55' to 
88° 35 1 with respect to the corresponding rings of the dihydropentalene 
skeleton. The 28° 35' angle betwe'en the normals to planes VII and 
VIII is, for all practical purposes, the angle between the p-orbitals 
of C( 4) and C( 5). Therefore, the ove_rlap integral S' for this bond is 
S' = S cos 28° 35' pp 
where S is the usual overlap integral for a C 2 - C 2 single PP sp sp 
bond. The de.creased overlap does not appear to be serious enough to 
prevent conjugation between the C(3.) = C(4) double bond and the cyclo-
pentadiene ring. It is probably this conjugation which is responsible 
for the yellow color of DHB. 
The C-C bond distances in DHB clearly demonstrate the rela-
tionship between the hybridization of the carbons involved and the bond 
distance . This effect is discussed by Dewar and Schmeisling ( 4), · and 
the "expected" values with which the distances in DHB are compared, 
are taken from their average values. Only one C 3- C 3 single 
sp sp 
' 
bond (between C(l) and C(2))is observed in DHB . !tis 1.:536..A, 
which is 0. oosA shorter than the expected value of 1. 544.A . The 
four C 3- C 2 single bonds (C(l)-C(5), C(l)-C(8}, C(l)-C(9), and 
sp sp 
CEw}-CEP~I 1. 503, I. 525, 1. 534, and I. 497..A, give an average of 1. 515..A, 
which is o. oozA shorter than the ·expected value of I. 517 A. (Dewar and 
Schmeisling ( 4), however, suspect that_ their I. 517 A value may be 
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too large. )· The ave rage value for the four C 3 - C 2 single bonds 
. 0 sp sp 
in the isomer I is I. 515 A (7). The seven . C 2 - C 2 single bonds 
sp sp 
(C(4)-C(5), C(6)-C(7), C(3)-C(15), C(4)-C(21), C(6)-C(27), C(7)-C(33), · 
and C(8)-C(39) ), 1. 464, 1. 482, l..48.2, 1. 469, I. 477, 1. 491, and 
1. 477 A , give an average of I. 477 A, which is O. 002 A shorter than 
• the expected value of I. 479 A. The corr~sponding average in isomer 
D 
I is 1. 467 A (7). The three c· 2 - C 2 double bonds (C(3)-C(4), 
sp sp • 
C(5)-C(6), and C(7)-C(8)), 1. 362, I. 360, and I. 360 A , give an av-
erage of 1. 361 A which is 0. 023 A longer than the expected value of 
0 
1. 338 A. 
. 
The average C-G distance in the phenyl rings is I. 383 A with 
a standard deviation of O. 011 A calcul_ated from the variation of the 
individual values from the mean. This value is very close to the 
0 
1. 392 A C-C distance in benzene (3). The average C-C distance in 
. . 
the phenyl rings of isomer I is 1. 381 A (7). The C-F distances 
( 1. 370 and I. 385 A) in DHB are shorter than in isomer r. because 
both fluorines are bonded to the same carbon, but they are longer 
. 0 
than the C-F distance (I. 358 A) in CH2 F 2 (21). It is, however, not 
surprising that the C-F distances in DHB are longer than expected 
for a CF 2 group because, of short nonbonded distances involving both 
fluorines. The nonbonded C(l)-F(45) distance is 2. 445 A; C(l)-F(46), 
0 D • 
2. 394 A; C(3)-F(45), 2 .• 405 A; CEPF-~E4SFI 2. 368 A ; C(8)-F(46), 
2. 895 A.. 
The planarity of th.e phenyl rings requires the average of the 
internal C-C-C bond angles in the phenyl rings to b e 0 .120 , A meas-
ure of the accuracy of this study is seen in the small 1. o0 standard 
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deviation which was calculated from the deviations of the individual 
angles from this mean. The internal C-C-C bond angles in ring 
VIII follow the general pattern of cyclopentadiene (27). There are 
no reliable structural data for a cyclopentene ring with which to com-
pare the angles in ring VII; however, with the exception of the angles 
about C(l), they appear normal. The angles about tetrahedral C(l) 
are distorted because of the. steric considerations which were dis-
cussed in the preceding paragraph. In particular, angle C(2)-C(l)-
0 . 0 
C(5) (97. 3 ) is much smaller than the te.trahedral angle 109. 5 . 
Angles C(2)-C{l)-C(8) (123. 1°) and C(5)-C(l)-C(9) (113 . 3°), on the 
other hand, are much larger than the tetrahedral angle. 
The anisotropic temperature factors in Table IX w e re con-
verted into ellipsoids of thermal vibration by Waser ' s method (29) 
with the "Temperature Ellipsoids .Program" (reference 5, chapter 
12) which. was written by Mrs. B. Stroll. The lengths of the prin-
· cipal ·axes in 11B 11 units and their direction cosines with r e spect to 
the cell axes are presented in Tabl e XIII. A qualitative examination 
of these results indicates tremendous anisotropy of thermal vibra-
, , 
tion for the carbons in the phenyl rings. Although no quantitative 
vibrational analysis was performed, indications of rigid body vibra-
tions and oscillations are seen in Table XIII. Ring I appears to be 
oscillating about the C( 1 )-C(9) bond in the plane of the ring. ·Rings 
II, III, IV, and VI exhibit the same kind of oscillation, but in addition, 
they oscillate along an ar:c which is perpendicular to each ring plane. 
Ring V appears to ·oscillate in a twisting motion about the C(7)-C(33) 
bond. 
TABLE XIII 
Ellipsoids of thermal vibration 
A•- I c:e1A °"' cotC AtoM I COIA COii CHC Aton. I COIA COii CotC 
C(1) ~ 82982 22213 31939 C(16) ?62 21639 75515 69?00 C(31) 85" 71860 "°901 '4323 
306 -"595" 95"96 0952• 626 12o05 -65549 28161 567 2oa35 -5""98 59556 
232 -31653 1967" 94282 313 -65491 00856 65945 329 -60951 73191 72528 
C(2) 396 -16116 -81340 05689 C(17) 1099 35503 65"62 68977 C(32 ) 613 75163 324"4 "1•32 
'"° -98660 44400 00266 - 6"028 - 7•9)2 230"7 ..a 2?•99 - 73152 38"9) 
309 -02661 37603 997•9 289 -68220 09987 68635 . 308 -59951 59966 82•72 
C(3) 375 -79137 8}047 25998 C(18) 1284 92841 -11352 29215 C(ll) •27 87213 18750 11928 
3'3 596"1 5"638 "1283 635 -21853 99335 39962 337 -"8160 9584" 52783 
2'IO -13"?4 -10786 87288 308 - 30Q46 -01888 86887 264 06699 - 21509 84092 
C(4) 374 -96115 45621 33939 C(19) 929 -')8835 16991 00703 C(3") 608 - 17"89 976"8 19196 
330 21982 81858 55801 545 -151}2 98533 36576 389 -98206 15873 11355 
270 16692 -34895 7572• 299 -01594 -01525 93068 318 0697• 14556 97480 
C(5) ~ •9735 66510 27452 C(20) 582 94189 01899 01391 C(35) 606 15818 85993 09592 
'40 -86712 74683 21943 433 - 33"65 99981 '49"4 5"9 -89507 51030 50319 
U5 -<l2503 00103 93621 272 028"9 -002"0 9J685 307 •1693 009"" 85882 
C(6) 385 58108 58752 25356 C(21) 47? - 9"647 01197 07261 C( 36) 635 - 94008 -00708 0257• 
347 76836 -m.a 00504 353 . 32152 97065 11177 506 -32958 97570 13390 
272 -26816 24136 96626 235 02776 24016 99107 296 -ooe79 21896 99065 
C(?) 382 -74972 8428? 11131 C(22) 682 · 99853 27795 02973 C(37) 767 -"!1136 98523 20593 
342 65053 52971 31117 424 -05381 77851 83392 506 94276 -<l6949 22486 I 
C(B) :: -::: :: ~:I C(2') :: = ·= :: C(38) : ~~:: = ::: -t 
349 -36986 99236 44449 524 10932 45335 96372 417 95188 C101 J4 20661 ..,... 
262 -01578 - 11178 88912 326 10078 -84588 17326 258 -2361" 11580 94260 I 
C(9) 442 92684 00657 22550 C(24 ) 1093 -84573 -11•54 25273 C(39) 567 · 9092" -07081 10394 
367 -30143 99"64 25017 490 1U28 •2267 96686 348 -40310 98545 207"8 
214 -22383 10310 94157 332 51777 -89900 03596 240 10382 15450 97270 
C(10) 574 94726 -02473 15287 C(25) 786 -697.. - 32785 25500 C("O) 853 986"6 -16530 02626 
391 17141 -82888 22513 522 -00904 56916 95566 "82 -16109 86448 ?6209 
322 -27077 55885 96226 369 71658 - 75"02 15()64 329 03047 -47468 6"692 
C(11) 765 98695 -276«5 08316 C(26) 562 69572 •3590 00128 C("1) 146" -99284 24311 13778 
421 -05455 -78125 22062 394 -14925 •2826 ·99496 . 559 -01081 7902• 80648 
315 -15146 55865 97180 355 7027• - ?91•7 10020 337 11891 - 56250 57•97 
C(12) 846 -87101 69322 01217 C(2?) - -86725 -18446 010?9 C(42) 1733 -88J88 -01984 28354 
460 -"72?9 -""758 39953 327 -48863 98227 32378 556 00192 63209 91"02 
"' 13347 56486 91664 212 09556 03312 94606 350 46583 - 77463 29010 
C(13) '101 -63516 93372 30039 C(28) 514 ·9'471 15056 32024 C(•3) 1205 · 73230 - 26733 28202 
523 -1 5113 -05512 89538 •29 -05496 92185 60643 589 00144 60003 94081 
425 75746 35369 32869 386 35110 -35710 72776 379 68097 -75398 18797 
C(14) 45} 53543 · 72620 32809 C(29) 808 -98528 23675 19074 C(44) 812 -69036 -"'409 02783 
415 -<1463 63811 94261 - 11570 28709 98139 550 • 19433 51044 98129 
l92 -81745 -<5452 06503 386 -12552 92818 02223 345 69686 - 74250 19051 
C(15) 440 90888 --06657 33322 C( 50) 985 86188 20554 05807 P(•5) 599 6'<5"6 •m3 • 3541 
385 ·25862 99??6 37503 •73 2127• . 52313 77186 400 31•94 -62761 50668 
278 -32718 -00533 86504 325 -46025 92377 63313 292 -69583 61•55 74410 
!(46) 625 -38584 96759 55651 
•20 -- - 21879 _,, 
333 66365 - 12"08 67503 
Listed under B are the lengths of the principal axes of the ellipsoids in 11B 11 units multiplied by 102. 
Under Cos A, etc., are listed the direction cosines multiplied by 105 of these ellipsoids with respect 
to the crystallographic axes, a , b , and c . 
,..., ,..., 
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Table XIV give s the labeling of symmetry related molecules 
which are involved in the closest intermolecular distance s. All in-
termolecular distances which are shorter than van der Waals dis-
tances are presented in Table XV. 
TABLE XIV 
Symmetry Related Molecules 
Molecules Coordinates of the Symmetry Related Molecule in Terms 
of Original Coordinates 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
x y z 
' x y z - 1 
x y+l z-1 
1-x 2-y 1- z 
x y z+l 
1-x . 1-y 2-z 
x y- 1 z+l 
-x 1-y 1-z 
-x 1-y 2-z 
TABLE XV 
Intermolecular Distances WhichAre Shorter than 
van der Walls Distances t 
H(67)i - H(76) 
H(76 )E - H(67) 
C(lO)D - H{69) 
H(69)A - C{lO) 
H(74)B - C(l 9} 
C ( 1 9) F - H{ 7 4) 
H(52)C - H(58) 
H(58)C - H(52) 
2. 169 A. 
0 
2. 169 A 
2. 885 A. >:< 
2. 885 A. >:< 
0 
2 . 776 A >:• 
2. 116 A. >:< 
0 
2. 330 A 
0 
2 . 330 A 
H(50)G - H(56) 
H(56)G - H(50) 
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TABLE XV (continued 
0 
2. 285 A 
" 2. 285 A 
t The van der Waals radius for hydrogen, 1. 2 A, was taken from 
Pauling (24). For carbon, half the 3.40 A interlayer distance in 
graphite (28), 1. 7 A, was used. 
§ The subscript refers to the symmetry related molecule (see 
Table XIV). 
* These distances result from "nesting" (7 ). --~ =": 
11kestt~gI" which is defined by Fritchie as "the close ap-
proach of a hyP.rogen on one phenyl ring to the center of another 
ring, 11 (7) is opserved in the packing of DHB, although not to the ex-
tent that was observed in isomer I. Only one intramolecular "nest-
ing 11 is seen. H(47) is 2. 625, 3. 186, and 2. 883 A fromC(39), C(40), 
and C(44), respectively. There are six intermolecular "nes tings. 11 
H(55) is 3. 380, 3. 115, 3. 007 , 3. 172, 3. 422, and 3. 510 A from 
>l< ' 
C(27)A , C(28)A' C(29)A' C(30)A' C(3l)A' and C(32)A; H(68) is 
3. 674, 3. 389, 3. 371, 3. 609, 3. 836, and 3. 865 A from C(l5)D' 
C(l6)D, C(17)D' C(lS)D' C(l9)D' and C(20)D; H(69) is 3. 057, 2. 885, 
2. 985, 3. 229, 3. 358, and 3 . 273 A from C(9)D' C(lO)D' C(ll)D' 
C(l2)D' C(l3}D' and C(l4)D; H(74) is 3. 778, 3. 042, 2. 776, and 
• 3. 322 A from C( 17 )F' C( l 8)F' C( l 9)F' and C(20)F; H(49) is 3 . 67 2, 
3. 934, 3. 874, 3. 554, . 3. 260, and 3. 317 A from C(21 )G, C(22)G' 
C{23)G' C(24)G' C(25)G' and C(26)G; H(65) is 3. 086, 2. 941, 2. 904, 
3. 007, 3. 134, and 3. 168 .A from C(9)H' C(l0)8 , C(ll)8 , C(l2)H' 
>;< p~bscript indicates the symmetry related molecule according to 
Table XIV. 
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C(l3)H' and C(l4)H. 
From Table XV it is seen that all short intermole cular dis-
tances involving carbons result from 11nesting. 11 All of the other 
short intermolecular distances involve only hydrogen atoms, which, 
because of the uncertainty of their positions, are no cause for con-
cern. 
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II. A LOW TEMPERATURE REFINEMENT OF THE 
CYANURIC TRIAZIDE STRUCTURE 
-51-
INTRODUCTION 
The crystal structure of cyanuric triazide (1, 3, 5-triazido-
2, 4, 6-triazine) was investigated independently by Hughe s (5) and 
Knaggs (2, 8). In general, the over-all molecular configuration was 
the same in both of these works, but the following diffe rences were 
observed: 1) Hughes found that the two crystallographically different 
C-N bonds in the triazine ring are of equal length, whereas Knaggs 
found them to be unequal; 2) Hughes reported a non-linear azide 
group; Knaggs, a line ar one. In neither study was the structure r e -
· fined extensively, but Knaggs' refinement was more complete . 
The distances and angles which Knaggs obtained are presented 
in figure 1. The estimated error for bond distances within the tria-
N 
N 
Crystallooraphlc 6 
Figure 1. Cyanuric Triazide Distances and Angles from Knaggs (8). 
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zine ring was reported to be 1 - 2 per cent. The average C-N dis-
• tance in the ring was 1. 345 A. It is, the re fore, apparent t hat the 
individual C-N distances deviate from the average by little more than 
the estimated error. Nevertheless, an explanation for this bond al-
ternation was proposed which involved fixation of the Tr bonds by the 
unsymmetrical position of the azide chains (8). The present work 
was undertaken with the objective of accurately measuring the C-N 
distances in order to learn if this bond alternation is significant. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Low Temperature Equipment 
Because of the low temperatures which were attained in this 
study, the usual method of crystal mounting (in which the crystal is 
glued to a glass fiber which in turn is glued to a brass pin) was 
abandoned. (".['he diffe rent coefficients of exp ans ion for glass and 
brass cause s}rfficient strain at these temperature$ to rupture the 
glass-to-bras~ joint.) Instead, the crystal was glued to a glass pin, 
one end of which had been pulled down to. a very small diameter from 
a piece of 1 /8 11 glass rod in the very narrow flame of a natural gas -
oxygen torch. The other end of the pin, which was 1 /8 11 in diameter, 
was clamped directly into the goniometer head. To protect the crys-
tal from buffeting in the stream of cold nitrogen, a glass capillary 
1. 5 mm. in diameter with O. 01 mm. walls was then glued in place 
around the crystal (see figure 2). Duco cement diluted with an equal 
volume of amyl acetate was found to be very satisfactory for this low 
temperature work. 
Zcrystal sealed end of ~=-1. 5 mm. capillary ---D><~~§R:g::::gF 
Figure 2. Crystal Mount. 
1/811 glass 
pin 
The - l 10°C temperature at which the intensity data for this 
study were collected was attained by a blower apparatus which was 
designed and built by J. Rollet (12). This apparatus is very similar 
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to the one !le scribed by Abrahams, Collins, Lipscomb, and Reed ( 1 ). 
A stream of very cold nitrogen was directed at the crystal by a 
Dewar-type blower tube which, for a Weissenberg camera, is in-
serted through the open end of the layer-line screen. The other end 
of the blower tube is bell-shaped and situated directly above a heat-
ing coil. The bell-shaped end of the tube and heating coil were .sub-
merged in a reservoir of liquid nitrogen, and the stream of cold 
nitrogen was prov ided by boiling the nitrogen into the blower tube 
(see figure 3 ) . 
(To Potentiometer 
~ layer- Line pceen~ 
7 Volts 
A.C. 
~~----"---
1 T:!Crystol 
'-Blower Tube 
0 
Heating Coil 
Liquid Nitrooen 
Copper- C onstantan 
Thermocouple 
Figure 3. Schematic Drawing of the Cooling Apparatus. 
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The temperature was measured by a copper-constantan 
thermocouple which is situated at the nozzle of the blower, directly 
in front of the crystal. The thermocouple potential at which these 
measurements were made was - .4. 7 mv. (reference junction at room 
temperature), which corresponds to a temperature of - ll0°C (12). 
Unit Cell Parameters 
Cyanuric triazide is hexagonal, space group P 63 /m with 
two molecules per unit cell. The crystals which were used in this 
' 
study were taken from the original sample of crystals used by 
Hughes (5). T}l.ey were elongated along the £ . axis in hexagonal 
·: 
prisms. The crystalline faces were covered with a white powder; 
however, the d~ffraction patterns were quite normal . The colorless 
crystals quickly turned brown when exposed to X-rays, but a zero-
layer Weis senberg picture of the ;:_, axis crystal made at the conclu-
sion of this work gave no evidence of disorder and showed the same 
relative intensities as were observed on the first zero-layer picture. 
Excellent cleavage perpendicular to the ;:_, axis was observed and 
used to obtain approximately equidimensional crys_talline fragments 
from the needles . Two crystal fragments approximately one milli-
meter in every direction were used for the measurement of intensi-
ties. One fragment was mounted along the c axis; the other, along 
the Re, axis. 
The unit cell dimensions at - l 10°C were calculated from 
measurements which we re made on a zero-layer .W eissenberg picture 
of the crystal which was rotated about the a axis. Mo K radiation 
a 
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was used, and the following · wavelengths were assumed. 
MoK = 
a.l. 
o. 10926 A. 
0 
MoK = 0.71354A 
a.2 
" MoK = 0.7107A 
a. 
The film was calibrated to eliminate errors due to film shrinkage by 
marking it with a known distance before developing. Ten high-angle 
reflecti.ons were used as input to the CR YRM 11Unit Cell Least Squares 
Program" ErIeIf~rence 3, chapter 10) which was written by Mr. George 
Reeke. qh~ · {unction which was minimized was 
N 
" ( . 2 
L; w sin 8 b 
n=l n o s . 
. 28. ) 2 ( 4 )2 
- sin --
calc. A 2 
n 
where N is the total number of observations and w is the weight 
n 
f h th b . or t e n o servatlon. 
Fn = 
The weighting function was 
E/ sin2 9 
n 
where E is an external weight. In this calculation, E was I. 0 ex-
cept for a couple of doubtful observations for which E was 0. 5 . 
Corrections for eccentricity and absorption were included in the cal-
culation. The following unit cell dimensions wer~ obtained. 
" a - 8. 7 5 + O. 03 A 
0 
c = 5. 85 + O.- 02 A 
The estimated uncertainties are an order of magnitude larger than 
the sigmas which were .obtained from the l.east squares calculation. 
They were estimated by assuming an uncertainty of 0. 3 mm. in' the 
camera radius. 
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Intensity Data 
The intensity data were collected photographically at - 11 o0 c 
by the multiple-film,equi-inclillation Weissenberg method. Layers 
zero through seven about the ~ axis and layers zero through four 
about the a axis were photographed with Mo K radiation. For lay-
~ a 
ers zero through four about the c axis and the zero layer about the 
~ 
~ axis, two packs of four films were used. Each of the other layers 
was photographed with a single pack of four films. Within each film 
pack, the four films were separated by three sheets of 0 . 001 inch 
nickel foil which provided a film to film attenuation factor of about 
0. 3 for Mo K radiation. Intensities were estimated visually by com-
a 
paring the diffraction maxima on the films with a calibrated intensity 
scale which had been prepared by timed exposures. 
The data reduction and all subsequent calculations were per-
formed on an IBM 7094 computer by the CR YRM crystallographic . 
computing system (3). As each reflection was entered into the data 
reduction, a standard deviation for the intensity, a(I) , was com-
puted according to the following function. 
a{I)=-1 B+0.1331+ O.ll 
2 
x 1+0.25e- S0(0.· 5-sin 9 ) l ' 2 ] [ ' 2 2] we · (70. O;..I) 
for I < 70. 0 , 
a {I) = a very large number for I>- 70. 0 
B = O. 6667 for the data from axis c , 
B = O. 3333 for the data from axis a . 
The I is the raw intensity, and w is an external weight which was 
e 
1. 0 for most reflections. Values of 0. 2 or 0. 5 were entered for a 
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few questionable reflections. The cr(I)' s were carried through the 
rest of the data reduction and scaling by propagation-of-error meth-
ods. 
Factors for film to film s.caling were calculated in the usual 
way from intensities which were measurable on more than one film. 
Since the successive films (A, B, C, and D) in each film pack had 
nickel foil between them, a certain amount of fluorescence was pos-
sible. There were, consequently, three different film envi ronments 
within each film pack (A, B and C, and D). Therefore, the three 
film fac tors were not expected to be equal. For this r e ason, an 
over-all general film factor was not used for film fo film scaling. 
Instead, the following procedure was used. The film factors which 
had been calculated during the first pass of the "Initial Data Proces-
sing Program" were sorted into three groups. The film factors r e -
lating film A to film B were put i n group l; film B to film C, group 
2; and .film C to film D, · group 3. It was observed that the g roup 1 
film factors for the ~ a x is pictures were significantly smalle r than 
the corresponding film factors for the c a x is pictures. (This is, 
. ~ 
perhaps, due to the reduced background on the A films for the ~ axis 
pictures which r e sulted from the narrower wid~h of the layer line slit 
which was used for these exposures. ) Consequently, group 1 was 
divided into two groups; group la for the ~ axis pictures and group 
le for the ~ axis pictures. After accounting for the angle of inci-
' dence between the X-rays and the film, the ~ilm factors within each 
group were averaged. The four average fl.lm factors which resulted 
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are: Fla:::': 2. 6765, F le = 3. 0232, F 2 = 3. 4632, and F 3 = 3. 4085 . 
The average film factors were then corrected for non-normal inci-
dence of X-rays and applied in the film to film scaling. 
The raw intensities were then corrected for the Lorentz and 
Polarization factors and reduced to a common scale by a comparison 
of .reflections which were observed on photographs about both axes . 
Absorption correc~ions were neglected because of the small linear 
coefficient of absorption for cyanuric triazide in Mo K radiation 
a 
-1 (µ = 1. 47 cm. ). A data tape suitable for subsequent calculations 
with the CRYRM system was then prepared by Dr. Duchamp's 11 Data 
Tape Preparation Program" (reference 3, chapter 5). This data 
tape listed for each reflection the indices, the observed F, the atomic 
scattering factors for carbon (valence) and nitrogen (7), and a weight 
-v:;;;; which is equal to the reciprocal of cr(I). 
l 
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REFINEMENT 
The asymmetric unit consists nf four nitrogen atoms and one 
carbon (one third of a molecule) which are all in the six-fold special 
positions (h) of Wyckoff (5). These positions are: 
x, y, 1I4 ; y,x-y,1/4; y-x,x, 1/4 
x,y,3/4; y, y-x, 3 I 4; . x-y, x, 3/4. 
There are, consequently, only ten spatial parameters to be deter-
mined. The layered structure which results from atoms in these 
special positions produces a diffraction pattern which, except for the 
attenuation associated with increasing diffraction angle, depends upon 
t only insofar as it is even or odd (5, 8). Nevertheless, three-
dimensional data were collected in order to increase the accuracy of · 
the spatial parameters and to calculate the c axis temperature fac-
tors. 
Knaggs' (8) spatial coordinates were used as input to a three-
dimensi6nal least squares refinement (6) which was performed by 
the CR YRM "Hexagonal Least Squares Program" (reference 3, chap-
ter 6) which was written by the author. (See Appendix for details of 
this program. ) The atomic sca~tering factors for nitrogen and car-
bon (valence) were taken fr om the "International Tables for X-ray 
Crystallography" (7). Initially, the individual isotropic temperature 
. 0 2 
factors were arbitrarily set at l. 2 A . The function which was min-
imized is 
where w is the weight; k , the scaling factor by which F must 
obs. 
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be multiplied to be on an absolute scale. Those reflections which 
were not observed above the background (hereafter called ''les s-
thans") were included in the least squares refinement only if F al 
c c. 
exceeded the minimum observable F b . Of the 2, 316 recorded 
0 s. 
reflections, i, 360 were "less-thans",of which only 74 were included 
in the final least squares cycles. All seven 0 0 t reflections (t = 
an .even integer) were given weights of zero because of extinction. 
(All atoms scatter in phase for the 0 0 t reflections.) Seven other 
reflections were given zero weights because of extinction errors. 
Another forty reflections were given zero weights because of poor 
agreement between values measured on both axes or other indica-
tions of unreliability. Consequently, only 976 of the 2, 316 reflec-
tions were used in the final least squares cycle. The progress of the 
refinement is summarized in Table I. 
The initial R-value, 
R = 
r: j lkFobs.1 - IFcalc.11 
I:lkFobs.1 
for the copper sphere was • 35. The first six cycles (the B series) 
were performed two cycles at a time with a full matrix utilizing data 
for which sin 2 9 h 2 < 0. 42 (the c opper sphere) . 
TABLE I 
Ini tial R - value for the Copper Sphere = . 35 
>:c 
. 2 >!< 
L. S. Cycle 
-vw: Epl~ 8) R Remarks A. max 
Bl 1 /F b . 0.42 . 12 Full matrix, iso-0 s tropic. 
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TABLE I (continued) 
* 
2 ':< 
L. S. Cycle 
-vw; Esi~ e) R Remarks 
A. -max 
!/Fobs. 
>,<>l< 
B2 0.42 . 28 Four negat ive tem-
D~D~D:c perature factors. 
B3 l/cr(I) . 16 Four negativ e tem-
perature factors. 
B4 . 18 
B5 l/(Fobs . )2 . 094 One negative tem-
. oszt 
perature factor . 
B6 
Data Were Re-scaled 
Cl l/cr(I) . 082 
CZ . 11 tt 
C3 1. 0 . 11 
C4 . 12t t t 
C5 Complete . 085 . Anisotropic 
Mo Sphere ! C6 . 083 
C7 . 082 
cs . 081 
C9 . 081 
ClO . 081 
>:< Values liste d under these headings remain constant from cycle to 
cycle unless noted otherwise. 
;!~Dle 
This R is large because new temperature factors were used in 
place of the negative ones from B2. 
:>:C>'c>:C 
' It was found that these cr(l) ' s were in error. 
t This R was improved by re-scaling the data before the structure 
factor calculation. 
tt This R is large because data out to sin28/t... 2 = 1. 0 were used for 
the structure factor calculation. 
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TABLE I (continued) 
ttt This R is large because the complete Mo sphere was used for 
the structure factor calculation. 
Isotropic temperature factors were used . . The weighting 
scheme was 1 /F b for the first two cycles. Four of the isotropic 
0 s. . 
temperature factors were negative after these two cycles. The as-
sumption was made that the weighting scheme was responsible for the 
negative temperature factors. The temperature factors were reset 
~ 2 
at 1. 2 A , and the weighting scheme was changed to 1 / a (I) for cycles 
B3 and B4. Again, four temperature factors were negative following 
cycle B3, but cycle B4 made them all positive. The temperature fac -
o 2 
tors were reset to values in the neighborhood of 1. 2 A , and the 
weighting scheme was changed to 1 /(F b )2 for cycles B5 and B6. 
0 s. 
In the meantime, a close examination of the data rev ealed 
serious errors in the assignment of weights by the "Initial Data Pro-
cessing Program" and in the inter-axial scaling. These errors were 
corrected by re-scaling the data, and the final ten cycles (the C 
series) of least squares were performed. The data were expanded 
to sin2e IA 2 = I. 0 for cycle C3 and to the molybdenum limiting sphere 
for cycle C5. The isotropic temperature factors were replaced at 
cycle C5 with anisotropic temperature. factors as described in the fol-
lowing expression. 
Since all of the atoms are situated on a crystallographic mirror 
plane, one axis of each thermal ellipsoid must be perpendicular to 
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this plane. Therefore, [313 and [323 for each atom must be identically 
zero. 
Convergence was attained with cycle C8, but two additional 
cycles were performed after various doubtful reflections had been 
given zero weights. All shifts in the final c y cle of l east squares were 
less than a tenth of the corresponding standard deviations . The final 
R-value was . 081 . 
Since the only evidence for the crystallographic mirror plane 
was the indirect evidence for a layered struc ture, four anisotropic 
cycles of least squares were performed in space group P 6 3 . Con-
vergence was reache d with an R-value of 0. 080 . The bond distances 
and angles which resulted did not differ significantly from those for 
the structure in P 6 3 /m. The terminal azide nitrogen, N(5), (see 
figure 5 for the numbering of the atoms) showed the g reatest devi-
. 
ation from the plane of the triazine r ing . This deviation, 0. 089 A 
along the c axis, however, was less than the root mean square vi-
brational amplitude in this direction. Consequently, the presence of 
the crystallographic mirror plane was considered as established. 
As a n independent check on the correctness of the structure, a 
Fourier synthesis and a difference Fourier synthesis were calculated 
for the section, z = 1 /4. The Fourier section is presented in figur e 
0 3 
4. The contours are at intervals of 5 electrons/ A . The positions of 
the atoms as determined by least squares are indicated i n the Fourier 
for one asymmetri c unit by x' s . . An electron density of 40 e lectrons/ 
0 3 
A is indicate d at the centers of the atoms within the ring and the first 
nitrogens, N(3 ), of the 'azide groups. The middle and terminal nitro-
b 
- --
e e . ~I/ - ... :r ~K - ~ 
9 0 -
-
• Figure 4. Fourier Synthesis of Cyauric Triazide. Section at z = 1/4. Contours are at 
Intervals of 5 electrons/A3. 
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gens of the azide groups possess an electron density of 35 electrons/ 
03 
A at their centers. The larger temperature factors for these mid-
dle and terminal azide nitrogens spread the atoms over a larger vol -
ume and decrease the electron densities at their centers. The sharp-
ness of the peaks in the Fourier results from two factors: 1) Knaggs 
observed very sharp peaks in the room temperature Fpurier, which 
were attributed to the absence of hydrogens in the structure (8); 2) 
the low temp~ fature at which the present study was conducted sub-
stantially red.uced thermal vibration. The .noise level in the differ-
, . 
ence Fourier y.ras about 1 electron/A3 with maximurri positive and 
D 3 
negative peaks, 1. 75 and - 1. 33 electrons/A , respectively. The 
noise appeared to be concentrated in the plane of the molecule, and 
was substantially lower throughout the rest of the unit cell. When 
compared with the peak heights at the atomic centers, the noise level 
is insignificant. 
The final spatial and temperature parameters (for the struc-
ture in space group P 6 3 /m) are presented in Table II. The struc-
ture factors which were calculated from the parameters in Table II 
TABLE II 
Final S;eatial and Tem;eerature Coordinates 
(All z coordinates are 1/4.) 
Atom x y J311 f322 1333 /312 
>:< 
N(l) • 2120(2) . 487 8(2) . 0025(1) . 0027(1) . 0061(2) . 0025(2) 
C(2) . 3864(2) . 5533(2) . 0026(2) . 0024{l) . 0045{2) . 0027{2) 
N(3) . 4543(2) . 4385(2) . 0035(1) . 0029(2 ) . 0075(3) • 0042(3) 
Atom 
N(4) 
N(5) 
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TABLE II (continued) 
x y 
. 3329(2) . 2772(2) 
. 2412(2) . 1308(2) 
J311 /322 
. 0039(2) . 003 2(2) 
. 0060(2) . 0032(2) 
f33 3 
. 0076(3) 
.0154(4) 
f312 
. 0045(3) 
. 0052(3) 
>:< 
The figures in the parentheses are the standard deviations multi-
plied by 104 . 
are compared with the observed structure factors in Table III. Each 
data group in Table III is preceded by the value for h , the letter k , 
and the value for ,f, which define the indices for the particular data 
group. The columns of Table III are k , F b X 10 , F al X 10, in 
0 s. c c. 
that order. A minus sign in the second column indicates a "less-
than", and the numerical value which follows the negative sign is the 
minimum observable F . An asterisk f ollowing a value in the second 
column means that the reflection in question has been given a weight 
of zero in the least squares refinement. 
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DISCUSSION 
The bond distances and angles for cyanuric triazide are pre-
sented in figure 5. For bond distances, the average standard devia-
0 
ti on estimated from the uncertainties listed in Table II is 0. 002 A. 
This uncertainty is a measure of the precision of these distances. 
When the uncertainties in the unit cell parameters are considered, 
this estimate is increased by an order of magnitude and re presents 
the accuracy of the ~ asurements. The hexagonal symmetry and 
planar configuration of the structure, however, cause the standard 
deviations in the bond angles to be independent of errors in the unit 
cell parameters. The standard deviation for bond angles is 0. 17°. 
" The average C-N bond distance within the triazine ring is 1. 339 A, 
from which the two crystallographically distinct C-N bonds dev iate 
by 0. 003 A. This deviation is 1. 5 11precision 11 standard deviations 
from the mean and can hardly be considered as significant. (The un-
certainties in the unit cell parameters cause only an uncertainty in 
the scale of this deviation and, thus, may be neglected. ) It is con-
eluded that the C-N bonds in the triazine ring are chemically equiv-
alent. 
Any discussion of carbon-nitrogen bond distances suffers from 
the fact that no carbon-nitrogen double bonds have be e n measured. 
However, reliable values for carbon-nitrogen bonds with bond num-
0 
hers 1. 0 and 1. 5 are 1. 48 and 1. 31 A, respectively (9). Several 
0 
authors (4, 9, 13) have suggested 1. 24 A as the carbon-nitrogen double 
bond distance. These values were used to construct a plot of carbon-
nitrogen bond distances versus bond number, and a smooth curve was 
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drawn through these three points. From this curve, the bond num-
be rs for the C-N bonds in the triazine ring of cyanuric triazide were 
found to be 1. 39; for the C(2}-N(3} bonds, 1. 22. Further, i f it is 
assumed that the N-N distances in the azide group (which do not dif-
fer significantly from the N-N distances in methyl azide (10)} result 
from equal contributions of configurations A and B ( 11 ), the bond 
distances in cyanuric triazide are explained by a resonance hybrid of 
; 
the canonical s'tructures I through V, each contributing to the extent 
which is indicated in figure 6. 
+ · 
A R - N = N = N: 
- + 
B : R - N - N = N: 
0 The 172. 1 N-N-N bond angle in the azide group represents a 
significant departure from linearity. This departure, however, re-
sults from short intermolecular contacts rather than from the elec-
tronic structure of the molecule. As indicated in figure 7, the closest 
.. 
intermolecular approach, 3. 083 A, involves N(3} and atom H (the 
corresponding azide nitrogen related to N(3 ) by the 2 1 screw axis at 
x = 1/2, y = 1/2}. This interaction limits in one direction the rota-
ti on of the molecule about the 6 axis at the center of each molecule. 
Rotation in the other direction is prevented by the 3. 169 A distance 
between N(5) and atom A (the terminal azide nitrogen related to N(5) 
by the 6 3 axis at x = 0 , y = O). In the absence of free rotation about 
the 6 axis, the close nonbonded interactions between N(4) and atom F 
and between N(5) and atom A (and the third terminal azide nitrogen 
related to N(S) by the 6 3 axis) supply the b ending t orque vJi ich is re-
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sponsible for the non-linearity of the azide group. 
All intermolecular distances which are less than 3 . 5 A are 
shown in the packing diagram, figure 7. Also, two nonbonded intra-
molecular distances are shown. In spite of the short distance be-
tween N(3) and atom H, the interaction between N(l) and N(4) along 
with similar interactions involving C(Z) (which ·have been omitted 
from figure 7 to avoid overcrowding the drawing), cause the angle 
N( l)-C(2)-N(3) 'i 119 . 8°, to be larger than the other exterior angle, 
113. 2°, at C(Z). 
Knaggs' (8) two-dimensional data were used along with her 
spatial parameters as input to six isotropic least square s cycles. 
The R-value was reduced from . 12 to 0. 068 t. The structure which 
resulted is in good agreement with this work. The spatial parame-
ters are compared with the low temperature structure in Table IV, 
and the bond distances and angles are compared in Table V. 
It is concluded that at room temperature, as well as -110° C, 
the C-N bonds in the triazine ring are chemically equivalent. Fur-
ther, the azide group is bent at the middle nitrogen at both tempera-
tures by packing considerations. 
f The refinement was e ssentia lly complete afte r the first cycle. 
Howeve r , six cycles were calculated as one job because .of the ex-
tremely short computation tirne . Sixteen seconds were required for 
the six cycles. 
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TABLE IV 
Comparison of Refined Knaggs' Structure with This Wo r k 
Refinement of Knaggs ' D ata This Work 
Atom x y B x y 
N(l) . 214{2) >,'< . 488( 2) 1. 9(4) . 2120(2) . 4878(2) 
C(2) . 3:89{2) . 556(2) 1. 7(5 ) . 3864{2) . 5533{2) 
N{3) . 454{2) 
.:·. :t. 
. 442{2 ) 1. 8(4) . 4543{2) . 4385(2) 
N{4) 
. ~ PT~p F . 282{2) 2. 0(4) . 3329(2) . 2772(2) 
' N {5) . O4:R E ~F . 134(2 ) 2. 6(4) .2412(2) . 1308(2) 
; ., ' ~ \ ~ 
"'c: : . ~ ~ :·: 
., The figu+;~ ~ y¥~thin the parentheses are the standard deviations 
multiplied by,:io for the x a nd y parameters from Knaggs' data; by 
10 for the isotropic temperature parameters, B's; and by 104 for the 
x and y parameters of this work. 
TABLE V 
ComEarison of Molecular Dimensions 
Distances in A 
Bond This Work Refinement Knaggs' Hughes' 
with Knaggs 1 Structure St r ucture 
Data (8) (5) 
N{ 1 )-C {2) 1. 33 5 1. 3 31 1. 31 1. 3 3 
C(2 ')-N(l) ):( 1. 342 1. 326 1. 38 1. 33 
C(2) - N(3 ) 1. 399 1. 380 1. 38 1. 50 
N {3 )- N( 4) 1. 273 1. 250 1. 26 1. 29 
N(4)-N(5) 1. 121 1. 129 1. 11 1. 09 
Angles in Degrees 
Bond Angle 
N( 1 )-C{2)- N { l ' ),:c,:c 127. 0 127.3 1 27 137 
C(2 I )- N (l ) -C(2) 1 13 . 0 112. 7 1 13 103 
N ( l )- C {2)-N(3) 1 19. 8 118. 5 120 112. 5 
Bond Angl e 
G(2) - N(3)-N(4) 
N(3)-N(4)-N(5) 
-·-
TABLE 
This 
Work 
112. 2 
17 2. 1 
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V (continued) 
Refineme nt 
w ith Knaggs' 
Data 
113. 6 
172.8 
Knaggs' Hughes' 
Structure Structure 
(8) (5) 
114 10"9 
180 165 
-·- G(2') i s the carbon in the triazine ring which is related to G(2} by 
the ope ration of the b axis. 
:::c* N( l') is the nitrogen in the triazine ring which is relate d to N( 1) 
by the opera;tion of the b axis. 
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APPENDIX 
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GENERAL REMARKS 
The following programs and subroutines were written in the 
Macro Assembly Program (MAP) language (4) as part of the CRYRM 
crystallographic computing system ( 1 ). All have been tested and 
successfully used in the computations associated "".".ith the work re-
ported in this thesis. The Wilson and the Howells, Phillips, and 
Rogers routines have been successfully us ed by several other investi-
gators and may be assumed to be free .of error. The 11 Statistical 
Phasing Program" has been used successfully in several monoclinic 
space groups as well as the centric triclinic space group. 
The "Hexagonal Least Squares Program 11 has been debugged 
for only two space groups, P 6 3 /m and P 6 3 Consequently, the 
user should accept the possibility of an error or two when refining in 
any of the other hexagonal or trigonal space groups. 
- The remarks in this appendix are restricted to the methods of 
computation which were employed in these programs. For details 
c.oncerning the use of these programs (i.e., format of input cards, 
etc. ), the reader is referred to the "User's Guide to the CRYRM 
Crystallographic Computing System" ( 1 ). Details about the MAP 
language are given in 111. B . M. 7090 /7094 Programming System: 
Macro Assembly Program (MAP) Language, 11 (4) and 11Reference 
Manual I. B. M. 7090 Data Processing System" (7). 
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WILSON STATISTICS SUBROUTINE 
Introduction 
This subroutine is used with the "Data Tape Preparation Pro-
gram" (reference 1, chapter 5), in the prepare mode, to obtain by 
Wilson's method (10) an approximate value for the scaling factor and . 
for the over-all isotropic temperature factor~ The following is a 
brief description of the method. 
If F h is not on an absolute scale , a scaling factor, k , must 
be inserted in the usual expression for the structure factor. 
. 2 
( sin e) kF h = L:f. exp -B -...,....---
,...., j J A. 2 
exp (Z'lfi h· r .) 
,...., ""J 
(Al) 
The observed intensity for reflection!_: is proportional to !kF hi 2 , 
and for simplicity, the constant of proportionality is assumed to be 
unity. 
(AZ) 
2 { . 29 } \ kF h I = ~ fj exp( -B si~ ) exp(Z'lfih'. r ) 
J A. ,...., "'"'j 
(A3) 
Equation A3 may be rewritten 
2 2 2 .2 .2 
k !Fhl =L:f. exp(-zB pl~ 9)+ L:L:f.£.exp(-2B sin e ) 
j J A. i:F j 1 J A. 2 
exp{2'1fih· (r.-r:. )} 
,...., "'"'] "L (A4) 
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Reciprocal space is now divided into ,several shells, each containing a 
sufficient number of reflections (about 100} for good statistics. 
Within each shell, equation A4 is averaged over h· Since the ex-
pectation value of exp {2irih· (r.-r.)} is zero, 
..., ""J "'l the following is obtained. 
2 2 2 
k <I Fhj > = <::Ef· > 
,.., h j J h 
. 29 
exp ( -2B < sin >) 
}.,2 
1 n-----=---
< ::E f. 2> 
= -2 l nk - 2B < 
. 29 
sin > 
}.,2 
. J h J .... 
(A5} 
(A6} 
I 2 2 From equation A6 it is seen that a plot of ln (< Fh I >h/ <::Ef. >h} 
,_ ,.., j J ,.., 
versus <sin2 9/}.. 2 > should be linear with slope -2B and intercept 
-21 n k. 
Mechanics of the Calculation 
The wavelength which is entered on the DO WILSON ST ATIS-
TICS card is used only to define the outer limit of the sphere of re-
ciprocal space. (Any reflection for which sin 2 0 /}.. 2 exceeds the 
reciprocal of the square of this wavelength is neglected.} This 
. sphere is divided into ten shells (unless another number is specified 
on the DO WILSON STATISTICS card} of equal increments in sin2e /}.. 2 . 
This method of division puts approximately the same number of 
reflections in each shell. Those reflections which fall in the inner-
most shell (i.e., those reflections with the s~allest values for 
2 2 . 2 2 
sin e /}.. } are disre,garded. For the other shells, IF h I , ::Ef. , 
.... j J 
sin 2e /}.. 2 are summed, and the reflections in the 
particular shell are counted. At the conclusion of the 
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first pass of the data tape, .average values for 
and sin2e h 2 are calculated for each shell. The following' quantities 
are then comluted for each shell and printed 
<IF hr> 
,....., h 
tn ---,,,,...--
<I: f _z > 
j J h 
and . 2 I 2 < sin 8 A. > 
out: 
The .program also fits a straight line to these data points by the 
method of least squares, each point being given unit weight. The 
least squares values for k , · the scaling factor for F h , and for B , 
the over-all isotropic temperature factor, are printed out. 
Care should be exercised when syste.matic extinctions are 
present, becC1.use those reflections which are not extinguished are 
~xpected to be stronger than normal by a factor which is equai to the 
multiplicity of the symmetry operation _responsible for the extinctions . 
For exa:.mpl e, a body-centered lattice causes half of .the reflections to 
be extinguished and the other half to be twice as intense as normal. 
No problem results if the extinguished reflections are included on the 
data tape with IF h I identically zero. 
However, these reflections are customarily not written on the 
data tape, and the followi:n,g procedure is .necessQ.ry. For centered 
space groups, the number of atoms in. the unit celi mUltiplied by the 
multiplicity of the centering is entered on the NUMBERS OF A TOMS 
card (reference 1, chapter 5). · Fo_r gllde planes., the data are cor-
rected by specifying the glide plane . on a GJ,,IDE Pi.ANES card. For 
.screw' axes, 'the .number of reflections which are affected is so small 
that no correction is ,made. · · 
If the APPLY WILSON SCALING FACTOR card is recognized 
-84-
by the program, a second pass of the data tape results. During this 
pass, the over-all isotropic temperature factor is written on the tape, 
each j F h I is multiplied by the least squares k , and each weight 
(1 /cr(I)) is divided by k 2 . The result is a · data tape with the data on 
an approximately absolute scale. 
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HOWELlS, PHILLIPS, AND ROGERS SUBROUTINE 
Introduction 
The 11Howells, Phillips, and Rogers Subroutine 11 is used (usu-
ally in conjunction with the 11 Wilson Statistics Subroutine 11 ) with the 
"Data Tape Preparation Program11 (reference 1, chapter 5) in the 
prepare mode to decide, if possible from the distribution of the in-
t e nsity data, if the structure possesses a center of symrpetry. The 
method is based on the work of Wilson (11) and Howells, Phillips, 
and Rogers (3 ). 
Mechanics of the Calculation 
If N(z ) is the fraction of reflections whose intensities are 
less than a fraction, z , of the local average intensity, the following 
theoretical distributions are observed (3 F~ For acentric crystals 
N(z) = 1 - exp (-z), (A7) 
and for centric crystals 
l 
l -N(z ) = e rf (-zz)Z (AS) 
The symbol 11 e rf11 represents the error function (5). Plots of these 
two functions are seen in figure 1, Par t I, of this thesis. There is an 
appreciable difference inthe c~rves for the two theoretical cases, par~ 
ticularly for small values of z . These theoretical results are appli-
cable only if other systematic variations in the distribution of the in-
tensities, such as the attenuation which results from the fall in scatter-
ing factors and thermal vib:i;ation, are eliminated. Consequently, 
reciprocal space is divided into shells identical to those used in. the 
"Wilson Statistics Subroutine. 11 Local average intensities are com-
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puted for each shell, and the N(z)'s are computed for selected values 
of z • The N(z)'s from the different shells are then averaged, and 
the average N(z) is plotted as a function of z . 
This calculation r equires local average intensities for each 
shell. If the 11Wilson Statistics Subroutine 11 has been used, the local 
averages are in memory, but if not, this subroutine causes the local 
averages . to be computed for ten shells of reciprocal space. (Once 
again, the innermost shell is disregarded. ) The results, twenty val-
ues for N(z) for each z from 0 to 1. 0 in increments of 0. 05, are 
compared with the two theoretical distributions in the output. 
It should be noted that if the " Wilson Statistics Subroutine'' 
alone is us ed, only one pass of the data tape is necessary. However, 
either the APPLY WILSON SCALING FACTOR card or the DO HOW-
ELLS, PHILLIPS, AND ROGERS CALC. card causes a second pass of 
the tape. Both operations (the scaling and the Howells, Phillips, and 
Rogers calculation) may be performed simultaneously during the sec-
ond pass of the data. 
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STATISTICAL PHASING PROGRAM 
Introduction 
This program is useful as a starting point for most of the 
11direct methods 11 of X-ray crystallography. The unitary structure 
factor, Uh , normalized unitary structure factor, Eh , and the ex-
~ 2 
pectation value of U , e: 2 , are computed for each reflection during 
the first ·pass of the data tape. At the conclusion of the first pass of 
the tape, the distribution of the Eh1 s is computed and compared with 
the theoretical two-tailed Gaussian. Other distribution criteria are 
also calculated. As an option, the normalized unitary structure fac-
tors_, Eh's , may be listed in the Sayer's relationships (8) which are 
essentially the same as the 2: 2 relationships of Hauptman and Karle 
(2). 
In its present form, this program is applicable only to the 
centric space groups in the monoclinic and triclinic systems. If an 
acentric space group is detected, an error message will result. 
However, no serious error should occur if the centric space group 
which most closely approximates the desired acentric space group is 
used. If unitary structure factors are needed for a crystal not of the 
monoclinic or triclinic systems, the monoclinic or ~riclinic space 
group which is a subgroup of the desired space group should be used. 
However, the list of Sayer's relationships will be incomplete in this 
case. 
Mechanics of the Calculation 
From the number of each kind of atom (from the NUMBERS 
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OF A TOMS card) and the scattering factors which are listed on the 
tape for each reflection, 2:: f . , 2:: £.2 , and 2:: £.3 are computed, con-
j J j J j J 
sideration being given to the attenuation which results from the _over-
all isotropic temperature factor . . Next, Uh , e 2 , e3 , and Eh are 
computed according to the following equations. 
Fh 
uh 
~ (A9) = Tr 
j J 
2:: f.2 
j J 
e2 = (2:: f. )2 
(AlO) 
. J 
J 
2:: f .3 
j J 
€3 = n:: f. >3 
(Al 1) 
. J 
J 
uh 
Eh = -1- (Al2) 
g2 
The E 's h and U 's h for certain classes of refleCtions must be divided 
by -J2', lf3', or 2 , depending on the symmetry elements which are 
present. This is done automatically for the centric monoclinic and 
triclinic space groups . 
In addition to the distribution of the Eh' s , the e xpectation 
values 
2 2 ~ 
for I Eh I , I Eh-1 j , and Eh-1 are computed and compared 
,....., 
with the theoretical values for both centric and acentric crystals (6). 
The Sayer's, or L: 2 , relationship is expressed in equation 
Al3 and is a weighted sum of individual sign relationships of the type 
represented by equation Al4. 
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(A13) 
s(h) ~ s(h'J' s(h+h') 
,...., ,...., ,....., 
(Al4) 
The symbol s represents the sign {plus or minus) of the quantity 
which follows. Fore xample, s E~DF means the sign of the structure 
factor for reflection h' . The "List Sayer's Relationships 11 option 
prints out the indices for reflection ~I the Eh , and follow s this 
with a list of all the pairs of reflections which fulfill the above rela-
tionships. 
If the LIST SAYER'S RELATIONSHIPS card is recognized, a 
list is stored in memory of all the Eh's which are greater than the 
E(MIN) (1. 5 if no value is entered on the LIST SAYER'S RELATION-
SHIPS card). The coefficient, e 3 /e 2
3 / 2 , for use in the probability r e -
lationship (equation Al 5) is stored along with the corresponding Eh 1 s. 
Next, a section of memory, "the sphere, 11 is cleared for future stor-
·age of Eh 1s as a function of~ - The coefficient and the Eh are com-
bined into one 36-bit word for each reflection. The coefficient is put 
in bits s-17; the Eh , in bits 18-3 5. This compound word is stored 
as a function of h in 11 the sphere 11 by the routine which is used for a 
,....., 
similar purpose in the Fourier program (reference 1, chapter 7). 
The r eflection ~ (in e quation Al 3) is taken from the list of Eh 1 s and 
is combined with every reflection in the list, ~· , to form reflection 
h+h' . For each such reflection, ~+~DI the appropriate word in 11 the 
sphere 11 is examined to see if the Eh+h' is greater than E(MIN). 
Since "the sphere" had been cleared before the compound words were 
stored, the only non-zero words in "the sphere 11 are those for which 
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Eh+ h' is greater than E(MIN}. When a sign relationship is found (i.e., 
,..., ,..., 
when Eh+ b' > E(MIN}), the indices of reflection !}'and h + h' are 
printed within parentheses, separated by a I . . This is followed by 
the signed product Eh' X Eh+ h' and the probability (equation Al 5} 
,..., ,..., ,..., 
that the particular sign relationship is true, 
P+(h,£') = i + i tanh {E 3/E 2 3/2 IEhEh,Eh+h' I} 
,..., ,...., ,..., ,..., 
(Al 5) 
The E 3 / E 2 
3 / 2 in equation Al 5 is the average value for the three re-
flections . (There usually is very little v~riation in the value of 
3/2 
E 3 / E 2 , especially i£ the atoms are roughly equal in scattering 
power.} 
When all of the possible relationships for a particular reflec-
tion are found , the maximum probability (i.e., the probability which 
would result if all the signs in the ~O relationship are the same} is 
calculated according to equation Al6. 
p (h) = .!. + .!. tanh {E / 3 / 2 IE f~ E E 
+,..., Z . 2 3 E 2 h h' h' h+h'} (A16) 
Next, the number of sign relationships in the ~O relationship is 
printed out. 
The r e ade r is referred to p a ge 13-3 of the "Use r's Guide to 
the CRYRM Crys tallogra phic Computing Systemn (1) for an inter-
preted example of the output. 
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HEXAGONAL LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM 
Introduction 
The 11 Hexagonal Least Squares Program11 is an integral part 
of the CR YRM library of least squares programs. An of these pro-
gram·s are called into memory by the LEAST SQUARES card or the 
STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION card. The particular l e ast 
. squart_!s program which· is read in~o the computer is determined by 
the space group number. A space group number within the range 
_143-194 inclusive will call the 11Hexagonal Least Squares Program11 
into memo_ry. 
This program,. like all of the other CR YRM least squares 
pr~gramsI is based on the 11 Cubic Least Squares Program'' which 
was written by N. C. Webb (reference lJ chapter 6). The basic 
matrix manipulation routines were taken directly from the cubic 
program. The cubic routines for the c 'alculation of structure factors 
and derivatives have be~n replaced by routines specific for trigonal 
and hexagonal s'pace groups . . These trigonal and hexagonal routines 
are based upon the formulation of N. C. Webb (9). · 
Mechanics of the Calculation 
In the following discussion, all of.the references to tables and 
page .numbers refer to N. C . Webb 1 s th~sis (9). For each reflection, 
the structure factor and derivatives are calculated by sum~ing over 
the atoms. All of the triple products i:ri Table 1 on page 158 and 
Table 5 on page 173 are computed for eac~ set of atomic coordinate s. 
When the atom has anisotropic temperature factors, the twelve ex-
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pressions 1n Table 6 on page 174 are also computed.From these 
quantities, the 18 expressions in Table 7, page 17 5, for trigonal 
space groups or the 24 expressions in Table 10, page 179, for hex-
agonal space groups, are computed. After all of these expressions 
have been calculated, the program goes to a routine which is spe-
cific for the particular space group and calculates the A's and B's 
and corresponding derivatives according to the expressions listed in 
Tables 8 and 9; pages 176 and 177, for trigonal space groups or in 
Tables 11 and 12, pages 180 and 181 , for hexagonal space groups. 
The matrix is assembled in the usual way, and the calculation 
continues by, the least squares routines common to all the CR YRM 
least squares programs. 
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PROP OSI TIO NS 
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PROPOSITION I 
The rmochromism is the name given to any reversible de -
pendence of color on temperature • . This phenomenon is observed in 
many seemingly unrelated classes of compounds; however, the ther-
mochromism of two types of molecules, the spiropyrans and the 
sterically hindered ethylenes, has seen extensive study (1, 4). Bi-
anthrone I and. dixanthylene II are the most striking examples · of the 
latter class of compounds, and it is reasonable to assume that the 
mechanism for the color change is the same for both compounds in 
v iew of their similar structure. Briefly, the currently accepted the-
ory involves a temperature dependent equilibrium between t w o molec-
ular modifications; A, the pale yellow to colorless ground state, and 
B, the blue thermochromic modification. Solutions of bianthrone re-
versibly form a similar blue color at liquid nitrogen temperature 
when irradiated by ultraviolet light, and recent evidence indicates the 
existence of a third molecular modification in addition to form B which 
is present in these solutions (5) . Photochromism is the name given to 
this latter phenomenon. In the crystal structure of type A bianthrone, 
·the molecule exists in a folded conformation, rings A and B above the 
plane of the paper and rings C and D below the plane of the paper (2). 
Chemical e vidence (8, 9) indicates the ability of the t wo mol ecular 
halves to pass one another in the transition to the thermochromic 
· state. Speculation, therefore, holds the thermochromic form B to be 
a conformation in which both molecular halves are planar and twisted 
about the central double bond, i.e. , r ings A and D are above the plane 
of the paper and rings B and C are below. This theory apparently was 
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\. 
7 x = / c=o 
6 3 II '\. x = /o. 5 4 
disproved by Mills and Nyburg (6) who reported the folded molecular 
conformation for both the ground state and the thermochromic state 
of dixanthylene on the bas is of an X-ray crystal structure analysis. 
It is proposed that the two structures reported by Mills and 
Nyburg are really two different crystalline forms of the ground state 
of dixanthylene. They claim to have produced crystals of the ther-
mochromic form of dixanthylene by subliming the colorless type A 
0 -3 
crystals at 250 C and 10 mm. Hg. The crystals produced by this 
procedure exhibit the thermochromic color, but a rough calculation 
from the spectroscopic data (7) indicates the concentration of the 
thermochromic form at 250°C to be 0. 81 per cent. This is sufficient 
to impart the blue color, but could hardly be considered sufficient to 
be observed by X-ray diffraction. These authors have examined their 
data for lattice disorder and found none; however, this is not sur-
prising, as disordered carbon atoms present in this concentration 
correspond to the scattering power of O. 05 electrons . Hence, it is 
doubtful that the thermochromic form can be thermally produced i n 
sufficient concentration for X-ray studies. 
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There are, however, other methods of producing the colored 
modification B. Low temperature irradiation has already b een men-
tioned, but because of the complex nature of the colored modification 
(5), and because this is pure ly a liquid phase phenomenon, . it is not 
suited for production of crystals of the colored modification B. Kor-
tum, et al. (3, 10) have observed the precipitation of an intensely 
. green-colored,.J:?olid material when red sulfuric acid solutions of vari -
ous derivatives of bianthrone are added to_ ice water. Generally, the 
green solid produce d in this way r eve rts to the colorless state when 
exposed to light; however, the green modification of 1, 3, 6 1, 8 1 -
tetramethylbianthrone (which is not attainable thermally) was reported 
to be stable to light (3). Kortum and Bayer (5) have subsequently 
produced solutions of this green modification by adding a sulfuric 
acid solution of the 1, 3, 6 1, 8 1-tetramethyl derivative to a 10 pe r cent 
water, 90 per cent alcohol solution at 183°K. By spectroscopic 
measurements, they distinguished this colored modification from the 
photochromic state ( 5 ). This particular derivative does not exhibit 
the temper~ture-dependent change of color, presumably because of 
the increase d a ctivation energy and enthalpy of transition associated 
with the increased steric hindrance at the 1, 8 1-positions; however, 
the similarity of the ultraviolet and vis ible spectrum with that of the 
thermochromic B modification of I led to the identification of this 
green modification as a thermochromic B state (5). Moreover, the 
intensity of the thermochromic band in the visible spectru m of this 
d e rivative indicated a concentration of the B modification twenty-five 
times as g reat as the B form of I at 455°K (5). Since the concentr a-
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tion of the colored modification of I is 4. 5 per cent at 455°K (7), this 
low temperature solution of the colored 1, 3, 6 1 , 8'-tetramethyl deriv-
ative is presumably pure form B. By inference, the solid material 
which was precipitated from the ice water (vide ultra) is also pure 
form B. 
Because of the stability of the B form of 1, 3, 6 1 , 8'-tetra-
methylbianthrone, it is suggested that attempts be made to obtain 
large single crystals of this substance suitable for X-ray studies. 
Either slow addition of the sulfuric acid solutions to the ice water or 
some method of growing crystals from the water - alcohol solution 
should be tried. A three-dimensional X-ray crystal structure analy-
sis of such crystals is proposed. The results of such a study would 
be of considerable interest in explaining the mechanism of thermo-
chromism in compounds of this type. 
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PROPOSITION II 
The thermochromic properties of rubrene (5, 6, 11, 12- tetra-
phenylnapthacene) I, first reported by Schonberg, Mustafa, and Asker 
(7), have recently been investigated by Kim, Smith, Beineke, and 
Day (5). The observed thermochromism in rubrene is thought to be 
due to a ther:rµal quenching of the yellow fluorescence along with 
measurable changes in the absorption spectrum. It was found that 
the abs orptioit intensity is approximately doubled at each absorption 
maximum as the temperature is lowered from room temperature to 
- l 95°C; however, the explanation given by Kim, et al. is unsatisfac-
tory. The fact that no new peaks appear in the spectrum and no old 
peaks disappear was interpreted as evidence against thermal genera-
tion of any new molecular species (5). However, integration of the 
1 
area under the absorption curves in the region of the La peak at both 
room temperature and - l 95°C yields a value for the ratio of the area 
0 
at -195 C to the area at room temperature of 1. 44, whereas the ra-
tio expected from the known contr action of the solvent (22. 5 per cent 
at - l 95°C) is 1. 29. Hence, it is seen that the oscillator strength o f 
the transition responsible for this band changes as the temperature is 
0 decreased to -195 C. Such a change in oscillator strength is impos-
sible when only one molecular species is present. 
It is proposed that the temperature dependence of the absorp-
ti on spectrum of rubrene can be explained in terms of a temperature 
dependent equilibrium between two molecular conformations of 
rubrene. The absorption spectra of both molecular conformations 
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,., 
are almost identical, differing only in intensity" Inasmuch as 
rubrene represents a highly strained structure, such an equilibrium 
between two conformations separated by a sizable barrier is rea-
sonable, and as will be shown, there is a fair amount of evidence in 
support of this mechanism. 
Figure 1. 
The ultraviolet and visible spectrum of rubrene is essentially 
that of the napthacene nucleus shifted to longer wavelengths by the 
phenyl groups (4). The strongest peak is the 1Bb band at 303 mµ. 
(loge; = 5. 07). The 1Lb peak is masked by the stronger 1La p eak 
which has considerable vibrational structure with three maxima oc-
curring at 465 mµ. (log e; = 3. 79). 495 mµ . (log e = 4 . 07), and 
,,, 
.,. Such a temperature dependent equilibrium between two molecular 
species, along with the appearance of no new peaks and the dis a p-
pearance of no old peaks, is only possible if one of the species h as 
no absorption in the r egion measured or has an absorption very sim-
ilar to that of the other species. An aromatic molecule with no ab-
sorption in the region measured is very unlikely. 
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530 mµ. (log e: =. 4. 08) (2, 3 ). Thus, it is reasonable that if the dif-
ferent conformations involve differences in the positions of the over-
crowded phenyl groups alone, very little effect would be noticed in 
the spectrum. 
Figure 1 indicates a distance between adjacent phenyl groups 
of 2. 4 A , wpereas the equilibrium distance between two parallel 
. 0 
phenyl group'.s is 3. 4 A (6). Hence, even with the phenyl groups per-
pendicular to the plane of the naphthacene nucleus, considerable 
strain is appfi.rent in the structure. Some relief of this strain is 
realized if the. phenyl groups slide past one another, i.e. , up and 
down with respect to the plane of the naphthacene nucleus, as shown 
in Figure 2. , Two conformations result if the strain is relieved in 
u 
H 
H 
d 
Acentric rubrene structur~ 
u 
H 
H 
u 
Centric rubrene structure 
Figure 2. Proposed structures for rubrene . u means above the 
plane of the paper, and d me ans below the plane of the paper. 
d 
H 
H 
d 
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this way, one centrosymmetric and one acentric. Presumably these 
structures ·would be approximately equal in energy, but the eclipsed 
hydrogens of the centrosymmetric structure could require a slightly 
higher energy con tent. 
Evidence for the existence of two molecular conformations is 
obtained from crystallographic investigations. Taylor (8) reported 
two kinds of rubrene crystals, which he called rubrene A and rubrene 
B. Rubrene A could be distinguished from rubrene B only by X-rays 
because no well developed faces were present. Crystals of rubrene A 
belong to the triclinic system and are so badly twinned that Taylor 
was unable to measure the b-axis. He reporte d the following cell 
parameters for rubrene A: 
0 
a = 14. 3 A ,..., 
0 
c = 7.0A ,..., 
. 0 
d 0 lO = n x 7. 3 A 
i3 = 107° 
• 3 
Assuming n = 1 , the volume of the unit cell calculates to 698 A. 
Rubrene B is monoclinic, P21 /n with two molecules per unit 
cell and with the following cell p arame ters: 
0 
a= 17.9A 
"' 
b = lo. i A ,..., " £ = 8. 8 A 
i3 = 120° 
The structural investigation was not pursued beyond this point; how-
ever, the space group and number of molecules per unit cell yield 
v aluable information about the molecular symmetry. Space group 
P21 /n with two molecules per unit cell requires a c entrosymmetric 
molecule. Hence a centrosymmetric r ubrene molecule i s known to 
exist. 
The only other crystallographic investigation of rubrene was 
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made by Akopyan, Avoyan, and Struchkov { 1 ). These authors men-
tion only one kind of rubrene crystal, with the following unit cell 
parameters: 
d 0 6 
a = 7.16+0.02A b = 9. 15 + 0. 05 A c = 14. 6 5 + 0. 04 A ,...,.. ,..., 
a = 52°20 1 + 15' f3 = 115°24' + 15' 'I = 112°58'+ 15' 
v = 675 A.3 
The unit cell volume agrees fairly well with that for Taylor's rubrene 
A, and they are presumed to be the same. The space group is Pl 
with one molecule per unit cell. Again, the structural investigation 
was halted at this stage; however, the molecular symmetry is de-
termined by the space group and the number of molecules per unit 
cell. Space group Pl with one molecule per unit cell requires an 
acentric molecule. Rubrene A is, the ref ore, acentric, while rubrene 
B is centrosymmetric . The existence of both conformations in the 
same system may be inferred from the mixture of crystals obtained 
by Taylor, presumably at room temperature. 
If it is assumed that rubrene B is slightly above rubrene A in 
energy content, it must also be assumed that the oscillator strength 
for the 1La and 1Bb transitions in rubrene B is slightly less than the 
corresponding oscillator strengths in rubrene A. The spectral be-
havior can then be explained in terms of the following equilibrium: 
6 energy+ rubrene A ~ rubrene B . 
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PROPOSITION III 
During the past two years, considerable activity has been 
seen in the chemistry of polyhedral carboranes. These compounds 
are of theoretical interest because of their isoelectronic relationship 
-2 
to the polyhedral B H series of ions which, with the exception of 
n n 
tetrahedral B-4H 4 -
2
, should exist as stable ions with closed electronic 
-2 -2 -2 
shells (9) . Of the series BnHn , only B 6 H 6 (3), B 10H 10 (7, 12). 
-2 -2 
and B 12H 12 ( 16) are known. The structure of B 6H 6 is a regular 
-2 
octahedron (18) ; B 10H 10 , a bicapped square antiprism (10); and 
-2 . B 12H 12 , a regular icosahedron (26). Other interesting structures 
have been observed in the carborane series, Bn C 2Hn+2 . The follow-
ing carboranes are known: B 3 C 2H 5(trigonal bipyramid) (21, 25); 
B 4 C 2H 6 (two isomers, sym- and antisym-octahedra) (21, 22); 
B 5C 2H 7 (pentagonal bipyramid)(l, 21); B 9 C 2H 11 (structure unknown) 
(2, 23); and B 10c 2H 12 (three isomers, ~-I .:!!-· and .E_- icosahedra) 
(4"5, 8, 15, 17, 19, 20 , 24, 27). The B 3C 2H 5 and B 5 C 2H 7 carboranes 
-2 - 2 
are isoelectronic respectively with the unknown B 5H 5 and B 7H 7 
anions. The two B 4 C 2H 6 carboranes are isoelectronic with the 
. -2 
recently discovered B 6H 6 anion , and the three B 10c 2H 12 carboranes, 
of course, are isoelectronic with the well known B 12H 12 -
2 
anion. How-
-2 
ever, no carborane analog of the B 10H 10 anion has been reported. 
Because of the great theoretical and practical interest in B 10H 10 -
2
, 
it is proposed that the synthesis of B 8 C 2H 10 II be attempted. 
Carboranes have been prepared by three different synthetic 
routes: 1) for the carboranes containing 3 to 5 borons, the reaction 
of acetylene with diborane or pentaborane-9 in a silent discharge tube 
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has been successful (21, 22, 25) ; 2) carboranes, B 4 C 2H 6 , B 5 C 2H 7 , 
and B
9
C 2H 11 h a ve been pre pared through the pyrolysis of the appro-
priate dihydrocarborane ( 14, 23); 3) decaborane reacts with acety-
lene in the presence of a Lewis base to form ~-B 1McOe1OE4I 8, 27) 
from which the ;E_- and _E-isomers are obtained b y thermal isomeri-
zation (5, 15). This latter reaction has also been successful if the 
Lewis base substituted deca bora ne is used as starting m a terial (8). 
This is the synthetic route which is chosen for the synthesis of 
B 8 C 2H 10II.' The starting material is the Lewis base substituted B 8 
icosahedral fragment, C 2H 5NH2B 8H 11 NHC2H 5 I (6, 13), which has 
the following structure ( 11) . 
H 
H ------------ H 
/ 
H B~BOU~ · l . \ 
The r e a c tion of I with a c ety lene is rea sonable in that amines we re 
listed amo ng the L e wis bases which were successfully used in the 
corre sponding reaction with d e caborane (8). The r e arrangement of 
the B 8 i cosahe dral fr a gment to the bicapped squa re a ntiprism g eom-
etry ·is expected bec ause o f the enhanced stability of the latter struc ture 
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and the parallel rearrangement of the decaborane icosahedral frag-
-2 
ment to B 10H 10 when treated with (C 2H 5 )3 N (7, 12). 
The synthesis of II could probably be accomplished by dis-
solving I in a suitable solvent Edi-~-propyl ether was used for the 
synthesis of B 10c 2H 12 ) and bubbling purified acetylene through the 
solution at about 90°C under a reflux condenser. Because of the 
lower symmetry of the bicapped square antiprism relative to the 
icosahedron, seven isomers (the 2, 7(8)- and 2, 6(9)- enan:tiomorphic 
pairs being counted each as one isomer instead of two) are possible 
Numbering of the Atoms in the B 8 C 2H 10 Structure. 
for B 8 C2H10, whereas only three isomers are possible for B 10c 2H12. 
Of the seven isomers, the structure for II will probably be one of the 
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three structures in which the carbons are adjacent, i.e. , the 1, 2-_, 
the 2, 6- , or the 2, 3 ... isomer, although the latter is unlikely from 
geometric considerations . 
/ 
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PROPOSITION IV 
Oxidation of the polyhedral B 10H 10 -
2 ion by either aqueous 
-2 FeCt3 or Ce(HSO 4 ) 4 has been reported to produce the B 20H 18 io:r;l 
11 (1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9). X-ray (1, 4) and B n. m. r. (1-4, 8, 9) measurements 
have shown that the B 20H 18-
2 ion is a centrosymmetric combination 
of two B 10H 9 
polyhedra; however, the exact nature of the bond be-
tween the two polyhedra is not clear. 
11 Of the many B n. m. r. spectra which have been reported for 
this ion, the 60 Mc. /sec. spectrum of Pilling, et. al. (8), because of 
its higher resolution, contains the most useful structural information. 
Relative to BF 3 · O(C 2H 5 )2 there is a low field doublet of area 2 at 
-29. 9 p.p. m., a low field singlet of area 2 at -15. 3 p.p. m., and 
five high field doublets of areas 2:4:4:4:2 at 7. 6, 13. 4, 16. 7, 20. 1, 
and 26. 1 p. p. m., respectively (see figure 2, reference 8). The di-
vision of the spectrum into a low field part and a high field part with 
the ratio of areas 4:16 .is characteristic of the B 10 polyhedra for 
which the low field part corresponds to the apical borons ( 5). The ap -
pearance of boron resonances as doublets results from splitting by 
the terminal hydrogens which are bonded to most of the borons. Hy-
drogens which are involved in three-center B-H-B bridge bonds gen-
erally do not cause a splitting in the resonance of either boron involved 
in the bridge. 
In the earlier 11B n. m. r. spectra (4), the high field resonance 
was not well resolved, and the appearance of the low field singlet was 
attributed to B-H-B bridge bonds involving apical borons. (The pres-
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ence of another singlet,presumably in the unresolved high field res-
onance, was assumed,. ) Consequently, the original interpretation of 
the 11B n. m. r. data (4) lent support to the proposed structure (6) in-
volving two B-H-B bridges linking an apical boron atom in one B 10 
unit to an equitorial boron of the other B 10 unit (see figure 1, refer-
ence 8). The presence of only one singlet in the 60 Mc. /sec. spec-
trum, however, precluded the bridged structure (8)., Two other 
structures, I and ·n, which involve B~B-BD three-center bonds were 
then considered. (In Figure 1, the shaded a.reas represent three-
center bonds . The numbered circles are boron atoms, and terminal 
hydrogens are represented by the short li~es pointing outward from 
the polyhedra.) Pilling, et. al. (8) expressed a preference for sfruc·..; 
\ . ' . 
ture I over structure II on the basis of more favorable bond angles and 
thereby ignored the fact that the low field singlet indicates the pres-
ence of apical borons to which are bonded no terminal hydrogens. It 
is, therefore, proposed that structure II is the correct structure for 
-2 
B20Hl8 ' 
It can be argued that the involvement of anequatorial boron 
in a three-center bond may cause a shift to lower magnetic field, and 
that the low field singlet observed in the 60 Mc. /sec. spectrum of 
- 2 . 
B 20H 18 results from the equatorial borons 6 and 6' 'to which no 
terminal hydrogens are bonded (in structure I), but such an argument . 
demands an equal shift to higher magnetic fieid ·in the ·resonance of 
the apical borons 10 and 10 1 , so that the resulting doublet falls in 
the high field part of the spectrum. In order to effectively answer 
11 
. -2 Figure 1. Possible Structures for B 20Hrn • 
I 
..... 
..... 
+ I 
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this argument, it is suggested that the very similar B 24H 22-
2 ion be 
-2 
synthesized and studied by n. m. r. techniques. The B 24H 22 ion, 
which has not yet been reported, should be easily attainable by oxi-
dation of the well known B 12H 12-
2 ion (7). In the B 12 icosahedron, 
there is only one kind of boron, and the n. m. r . spectrum of the 
B 24H 22 -
2 ion should consist of a poorly resolved multiplet on the 
high field side of BF 3 · O(C 2H 5 )2 . However, if the interpretation of 
Pilling, et al. (8) is correct, a singlet of area 2 resulting from the 
very similar icosahedral borons in B 24H 22 -~which correspond to 
-2 borons 6 and 6 1 in B 20H 18 , should be observed on the low field 
-2 
side of the multiplet in the spectrum of B 24H 22 . 
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PROPOSITION V 
Evidence for restricted rotation of a methyl group has re-
cently been observed in the e. p. r. spectrum of a.-methylanthrasemi-
quinones (3). However, no such effect has ever been observed by nu-
clear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, presumably because of the 
longer time constants involved in the latter method. It is p r oposed 
that systems of the type described below will inhibit the rotation of 
methyl groups to the extent that the different methyl hydrogens should 
exhibit different proton che:mical shifts in the n. m. r . spectra. 
10-methyldibenzo [~; _g_J phenanthrene I is probably the simplest 
of these overcrowded molecules; however, in view of the unsuccess-
ful synthe tic attempt of Bell and Waring (I), it is doubtf ul that it can 
be prepared. A similar overcrowded compound, 1, 3, 6 1, 8 1-tetra-
methylbianthrone Ila, has been known for several years (7), but no 
n. m. r. spectrum has been reported. An X-ray structural investiga-
0 
0 
11 a : R1 = R.2 = CH 3 
11 b : R I = C 0 0 H i R 2= H 
lie : R 1 =COOH; R2=CH3 
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tion of the unsubstituted bianthrone (5) has shown that becaus e of the 
steric strain at the 1, 8, 1 1, and 8' positions, the molecule exists in 
the folded conformation shown in Figure 1. Ultraviolet and visible 
spectral studies (7, 8) indicate a similar conformation for the 1, 3, 6 1 , 
8-tetramethyl derivative. Molecular scale models (see figures 6 and 
7, reference 7) show that one of the hydrogens on both the 1- and the 
Figure 1. Folded Conformation for Bianthrone (5). 
8 1-methyl groups can be directed toward the center of the opposite 
six-membered ring. This is very similar to the 11nesting 11 phenom-
enon described by Fritchie (4) for large molecules which contain 
phenyl groups. Such a nesting arrangement is evidently energetical-
ly favorable. This, together w ith the tremendous overcrowding at the 
methyl positions, should substantially increase the barrier to rota-
tion and permit the observation of different methyl proton chemical 
shifts in the n. m. r. spectrum. 
The "nested" protons at the centers of six-membered rings in 
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Ila should experience the shielding effect of induced ring currents. 
The ring current shielding of protons within the cavity of ir-electron 
systems has been observed previously in 14- and 18-carbon r ing sys-
tems (2, 6, 10), but the shielding of the 11nested11 protons in Ila should 
be greater because of the more intense ring current in benze noid 
systems. The resonance of the 11nested11 protons is, therefore, ex-
pected to occur on the high field side of the resonance (14. 03 T ) of the 
previously observed shielded protons (2). The other two methyl hy-
drogens will experience the same shielding, but to a far lesser ex-
tent. There is no way of predicting whether the other two hydrogens 
will have the same or different chemical shifts, but there is little 
doubt that they will couple with the 11nested" proton to split its reso-
nance into either a triplet or a double doublet. 
The solubilities of the unsubstituted bianthrone and 1, 3, 6 1 , 8 1 -
tetramethylbianthrone Ila are rather low in most solvents, but bian-
throne-3 , 6 1 -dicarboxylic acid Ilb and its esters ( 11) are very soluble 
in a number of solvents. For this reason, it is suggested that 1, 8 1 -
dimethylbianthrone-3, 6 1 -dicarboxylic acid Ile be prepared and used 
for an n. m. r. inve stigation of "nesting. 11 Ile should be easily ob-
tainable by the usual synthetic route (7, 11) from 4-methylanthrone-
2- carboxylic acid III which probably could be prepared from IV by the 
method of Limpricht (9). 
0 
COOH 
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